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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
The forces acting on an Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyroscope (ESVG) 
rotor (and very nearly everything else) may be grouped under the following 
headings: 
e Mechanical f o x e s  
e Gravitational forces  
e Electromagnetic forces 
Since the ESVG rotor,  as its name implies, is electrically suspended in an 
evacuated cavity, mechanical forces  actin? on the rotor  come only from 
random collisions with the few, s t ray  gas molecules in the cavity. Magnetic 
fields generated by coils around the cavity a r e  used to  initially spin the 
rotor  and damp out unwanted osci l la t ims so that the rotor spins stably about 
one of its principal axes of inertia. After initialization of the rotor  spi-n is 
accomplished, the field generating coils are degaussed, and a magnetic 
shield about the assembly attenuates magnetic fields in the cavity to a very 
low level. 
Gravitational forces  cannot be attenuated, but uniform gravitational fields 
alone cause no torque on the ESVG rotor, and gravity gradient field torques 
are small  in the near-earth field. 
To suspend the rotor  in the cavity, electric fields a r e  developed between the 
rotor  and electrodes which surround it. Since no static electric field can 
provide a stable suspension of a conducting body, an electronic system senses  
rotor  position in the cavity and controls the fields, t o  keep the rotor  centered 
in  the cavity. The electric forces  applied t o  the rotor also cause torque on 
the rotor,  torque which may either change the rotor spin ra te  or change the 
direction of the rotor  spin axis in an inertial space. 
The principal application of the ESVG is as an inertial space attitude refer-  
ence; therefore, any torque which changes the position of the rotor spin axis 
in an unpredictable manner degrades the reference quality of the gyroscope. 
The qualifying phrase "in an unpredictable manner" in  the previous sentence 
is the key to  some high-accuracy applications of the ESVG as an attitude 
reference. Electric torqties on an ESVG a r e  amenable to analytical tech- 
niques which can predi: t their  magnitudes and predict the resulting gyro 
drift, as the motion in iacrtial space is called. A s  these analytical-tech- 
niques relate ESVG design parameters  to  the resultant drift, they may also 
be used in the design process  to  opUriize gyro design fo r  low drift. 
Two distinct types of ESVC designs have been built. A gimbaled ESVG has 
the  case  gimbaled to  maintain the position of the ro tor  spin axis in a fixed 
orientation with respect to the cavity, even though the  base support changes 
attitude in inertial  space. A strapdown ESVG keeps the case  fixed to t h e  
base support, allowing spin axis position to vary within the cavity. The 
P 
1 
strapdown design is mechanically simpler than the gimbaled design; but, an- 
alytically speaking, i t  is much more  complex. The electric torques on the 
rotor are intricate functions of the spin axis position with respect to the case. 
Further ,  the gimbaled design advantageously or ients  the rotor  spin vector in  
the cavity to  eliminate the ?argest  of the electrictorques which affect the 
strapdown gyro. 
Past analyses of the gimbaled gyro have been very successful in both optim- 
izing design fo r  low drift and in predicting that drift  which remains. Drift 
prediction is operationally accomplished by the use  of an analytically devel- 
oped mathematical model of gyro drift. The matl-. model contains undetermined 
coe€ficients which are estimated by testing the gyro and are then used in a 
computer to compensate t o  a high degree for the motioi: of the spin axis in 
inertial  space. Long-term, highly accurate, inertial-reference gyros have 
resulted from th is  work. 
Strapdown' gyroscopes, with their  mechanical simplicity, are better suited 
than gimbaled gyros to many applications. It is the purpose of this  research 
to develop analytical techniques for drift prediction applicable to  strapdown 
gyro design, with special emphasis on the low- acceleration environments 
which would exist in space applications of the ESVG. 
Electric field forces on a conductor act in a direction along the normal vector 
to the-conductor surface. 
would have no electric torque about its spherical center.  (If the rotor mass 
center  were not at the spherical center, then the electric force - gravity 
fwce couple would produce a torque known as mass  unbalance torque. ) A s  
ESVG ro to r s  are nominally spherical (to reduce torque), all electric torque 
may thus be said to dep-nd on rotor nonsphericity. Spin r a t e s  of ESVG 
rotors a r e  typically quite high (to maximize angular momentum and reduce 
drift), and the ro tors  expand due to "centrifugal" forces  induced by the spin 
rates. Making ro tors  spherical at operating speed requi res  an analytic 
understanding of the rotor  elasticity problem. An appendix to th i s  volume 
discusses  the elasticity problem in detail. It was substantially written in 
1962 by Harley Cohen, then a member of the ESVG group at Honeywell, in 
the form of interoffice memos. 
For this reason, a perfectly spherical ESVG rotor  
2 
SECTION I1 
BASIC ELECTRIC FORCE AND TORQUE THEORY 
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES 
The only moving par t  in an ESVG is the rotor, the outside surface of which is a 
very  good conductor and very nearly spherical. 
induced on the ro to r  surface by the electrodes are not dragged about by the 
spinning rotor, but a r e  f r ee  to  remain nearly fixed with respect to  the -.let- 
trodes. To calculate the instantaneous electr ic  fields present in the catity, 
the fact that the rotor  spins may be neglected. 
While the voltages applied to the electrodes a r e  alternating at high frequency 
(typically tens  of thousands of Hz), no closed-current paths a re  present, and 
electromagnetic effects a re '  small. 
Instantaneously, elecirostafic conditions may be assumed to a s ses s  the bulk 
of the effects t o  be considered. 
on the electrodes can be considered a s  generators of an instantaneous electric 
field which in turn generates an instantaneous electric force and torque on the 
rotor, all of the calculations being based on electrostatic theory. 
If the e lec t r ic  field strength at the surface of the rotor were known, the force 
and torque on the ro tor  could be ca1culate.a with the well-known electrostatic 
relations. 
Any electrical  charges 
That is, instantaneous voltages o r  charges 
1 
where 
-. 
F 
? 
is the resultant electric force on the rotor  in Newtons 
is the resultant electric torque on the rotDr about some a s  yet 
a rb i t r a ry  center, 0, in Newton meters  
'Smythe, William R. : Static and Dynamic Electricity. 
vacuum, D = soE, D 
McGraw Hill, 1950, 
p 39. Since the space between the electrodes and the rotor i s  very nearly -- d - .  4 
E = eo !E I a r e  assumed. 
3 
i s  the capacititity of free space = 8. 85 x farads per  meter  
€0 
S i s  the outer surface of the rotor 
E 
I? 
r 
4 
is the electr ic  intensity vector 
is the outward directed unit normal vector to the rotor surface 
i s  a vector from the point 0 to the rotor  surface with magnitude 
r, in meters  
d 
Implicit in these relations i s  the fact that the electri.: intensity vector at  the 
rotor surface parallels the surface normal vector. 
Another method by which the force and torque might be calculated-would 
involve differentiating the electrical  poten+,ial energy stored within the cavity 
with respect t o  appropriate l inear o r  angular displacements of the rotor,  
assuming either the charges o r  the voltages fixed, and remembering that the 
2 infinitesimal displacements of the rotor  a r e  virtual, not real . This  method 
requires expressing the system elastances or capacitances as functions of 
the "elements" of the configuration (the l inear  o r  angular displacements). 
Of the two methods (that yield identical results)  the former was selected from 
which to develop a computational theory. 
A coordinate system must be chosen in which to perform the computations. A 
natural coordinate system exis ts  which suits this purpose. 
axes coordinates. 
the rotor, and they must be capable of exerting a force on the rotor  in any 
arb i t ra ry  direction. 7 his  requires three independent suspension channels, 
if  no c ros s  coupling between channels is to  occur, and the channels must 
exert forces along three mutually orthogonal directions. 
a r e  called force axes. The force axes a r e  fixed to the electrode structure, 
and for  any rational electrode. design many symmetry properties of the elec- 
trodes a r e  best expressed analytically in force axes coordinates. Concep- 
tually, a coordinate system attached io the electrodes must be considered. 
This makes it possible to give the problem the electrostatic treatments as 
discussed earlier.  
It i s  called force 
The suspension electronics are constrained to support 
Such direct ions 
The center  of the coordinate system, 0, is most conveniently placed at ihe 
center of m a s s  of the rotor. 
putation and i n  choosing the center of mass  about which to express the torque 
leads t o  simplification of the dynamical equations. 
This center is important only in the torque com- 
3 
21bid. 
'Goldstein, Herbert:  Classical  Mechanics. Addison-Wesley, 1959, p. 7 
and p. 151. 
4 
In electrode coordinates, many of the t e r m s  under the integral signs in (1) 
and (2) are rapidly varying functions of time. They vary with suspension 
electronics frequency, rotor  spin speed, any displacement of th r  rotor within 
the cavity, and almost any other dynamical effect. Since the force and tor- 
que calculatians are t o  be instantaneous, they should include all of the instan- 
taneous valGes of the dynamical quantities as variables, and later the force 
and torque should be suitably averaged over the ranges of the dynamical 
variables a s  appropriate, 
fore  the integration, simplifying the integrals by removing variables. 
Without carrying the discussion any further, some basic facts of ESVG torque 
theory can be shown. 
Fortunately, the averaging may often be done be- 
It is easi ly  seen from expressions (1) and (2) for  the force and torque that 
if the  rotor  is a sphere with the spherisal  center at the mass  center, then the 
torque vanishes. 
pr ime objective of the rotor fatrication process. 
For fi is parallel  to r. This is the ideal case and is the 
Nearly a s  good is a s p h e r 4 a l  rotor whose spherical  center and mass center 
do not coincide. 
spherical center. W e  may now write r = R +  ro fi, where ro is the spherical 
radius, whereupon 
For let  R be the vecLorfrom the mass  center to  the 
This especially simple type of torque is known as m a s s  unbalance torque. 
SOME R/IA TH EMA 'I'ICA L MAN1 P U L A  TIONS 
A n 
The forms 
alone. 
general two-variable function of the form 
ndS] in (1) and {(T x n) dSf in (2) depend on the rotor shape 
A s  a general rotor shape is considered, it could be described by a 
r = r (e ,  cb) (3) 
where 8 and @ a r e  the usual spherical coordinate angles in the force axis 
coordinate system 2s shown in Figure 1. 
5 
A 
Figure 1. Force Axes Coordinates 
However, such a description does not suit our  purpose in general. 
gimbaled ESVG, where the rotor spin axis i s  maintained in a fixed orienta- 
tion in force axes coordinates, such a representation of the rotorAshape is 
reasonable. For  then, if the rotor spin axis  i s  maintained along F,, for 
example, the t ime variation of the rotor shape as seen by the electrodes may 
be expressed a s  
In  a 
where w i s  the rotor angular velocity about i ts  spin axis, and t i s  the elapsed 
t ime from when Equation (3) was vdilid. The effects of case rotation a r e  
represented by J/(t), as opposed t o  rotor  rotation. 1 hat is, the rotor is 
assumed to  be spinning at a constant speed, not in electrode coordinates but 
in some frame not rotating with respect to' an inertial frame. 
tion angle is $(t) in  the same frame with $(O) = 0. 
It has  been assumed that the rotor  center of mass,  the origin of the coor- 
dinate system, lies on the rotor spin axis, That is, rotor  radial  mass  un- 
balance is neglected. Radial m a s s  unbalance interacts with the suspension 
voltages because it causes the rotor to rotate about an axis  which i s  parallel  
to, but does not coincide with, the geometric axis, F rom this  interaction, a 
rotor spin speed control may be implemented for gimbaled ESVG's. 
efiects wi l l  not be considered here. 
When the rotor spin axis is not maintained fixed in electrode coordinates, the 
variation of rotor shape with t ime i s  much more complex. 
coordinate systzm i s  introduced at this  time. 
z axis along the rotor  spin axis, and i t s  y axis  will always l ie  in the F 
plane of ele,ctcodAe coordinates. This coordinate system will have unit vectors 
denoted by i, j, k and does not spin with the rotor, being a s  nearly fixed in 
The case rota- 
Such 
Therefore, another 
The new system will hgve i t s  
F 
x' Y 
electrode coordinates a s  possible under the constraint that i ts  z axis must 
move with the spin axis  of the rotor. 
new coordinate system will be denoted by 8' and qj' to  distinguish them 
from the spherical  angles in electrode (or force axes) coordinates, 
system has  the same center as the old system, the rotor  center  of mass.  
The spherical  coordinate angles in the 
The new 
In this  new system, Equations (3) and (4) can be written as 
If we denote by eo and Q0 the spherical angles (at the instant the force and 
torque are -:omputed) of the spin axis  in force axes coordinates, then the two 
sys tems a r e  related by the matrix equation 
cos~ocosO coseosin$ -sin$ 
0 0 0 
- s ingo 0 
sineocospo sineosinG0 coset, 
which is pictured in Figure 2. 
Since f: does not depend on which coordinate system it is written in, and since 
it may be written in the two systems a s  
Equation (7) may be used t o  find the relations between the spherical angles, 
which are 
coset = s i n  e s in  eo cos  (0-0 o) + COS e C O S  eo 
sin 8 ' cos 0' = sin 8 cos eo cos  ( 0  - oO) - cos e sin o0 
sin e 'sin 0 ' = sin e sin (Q - cp,) 
7 
Figure 2, Relalio:i of the Coordinate Systems 
Only two of the relations ( 9 )  are independent, and this  transformation could 
be written as 
0 ’  = COS [sin e sin eo cos (c - 3.) + cos 6 cos eo 
It is useful t o  note that the Jacobian determinant of this transformation is 
8 
While the Jacobian equation implies that the transformation is singular in one 
direction or the other  whenever either 8 or 8 '  equals zero, this occurs  at 
the r'atural poles of the two coordinate systems and will not pose any difficulty, 
In the new coordinates, an associated spherical  system of unit vectors (Gr, 
3 ', 6 I )  may be defined in the usual manner as  shown in Figure 3. 
. 
e @  
A 
k 
A 
A 
j 
A 
i 
\. 
Figure 3, Associated Spherical Unit Vectors 
In matrix form 
4 Now, 
4Kaplan, Wilfred, Advanced Calculus, 1952. F o r  (13) see  p. 160 (Notation 
i s  altered here  from Kaplan). F o r  (14) s ee  p. 103. For (15) see p. 206, 
(15) follows from Kaplan's (4-72) with a little manipulation. 
9 
Usir_g (12) in (16) and (17) yields 
10 
(71, (9), or (10) could be used, and (ll), (18), and (19) transformed into force 
axes coordinates, but this  i s  not yet desirable. 
depends somewhat on rotor  shape, and simplification of (18) and (19) is pos- 
sible f rom considerations of t ime averages. 
now be left  f o r  a t ime to  re turn to the physics of computing the electric field 
intensity. 
The electric field intensity 
Mathematical manipulations can 
ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY 
In a charge-free region of space, the electric potential, V, satisfies La- 
place's  equation - 
(20) 
2 v v = o  
With suitable boundary conditions, usually knowledge of V on a closed sur -  
face, there  is a unique solution of J20) for the region interior to the surface. 
At any point in the region, the electric field intensity i s  given by 
d * 
E = -VV 
The cavity between the rotor and the electrode assembly of an ESVG is 
bounded by the surfaces  of the rotor and the electrode assembly. If the 
electrode assembly were completely divided into several  equipotential elec- 
t r o d e  surfaces.  or if the potential were otherwise known over the entire 
inner  surface of the electrode assembly, then, in theo_ry Equation (20) could 
be used t o  solve fo r  V, and Equation (21)  would yield E. In practice, gaps 
between the various electrode surfaces complicate the problem, and, even 
if the gaps were. ignored, solution of (20) in general would be very difficult. 
Of the severa l  ESVG designs to date, the ratio of the rotor-electrode gap 
distance t o  the rotor radius has  varied from 1:167 to 1:500, while the ratio 
of electrode-electrode gap distance t o  the rotor radius has  varied from 
1 : l O  to 1:16. 
11 
Selecting typical numbers of 1:250 for  the rotor-electrode gap to radius ra.tio 
and 1:12 for the inter-electrode gap to radius ratio resul ts  in the scale draw- 
ing of Figure 4, 
R A D I U S  31-1/4 IN. 
Figure 4. Scale of Rotor and Electrode Dimensions 
Looking at Figure 4, it i s  easy t o  ration’alize that under most of an electrode 
surface the electric fi.eld vector, E, i s  nearly radial  in direction, with a 
magnitude given by 
where d i s  the gap distance, and V i s  the potential of the electrode “over- 
head”, assurr,ing the rotor at zero potential. For obvious reasons, (22) is 
called the parallel plate capacitor approximation. 
Before attempting further justification of approximation (22), it should be 
noted that we need knowledge of E only at the rotor surface and that no 
approximation to the direction of E i s  being considered. The direction of “E 
i s  along the rotor outward normal vector, a fact that has  already been used in 
the force and torque equations. 
t o r  i s  of concern in the approximation. 
Only the magnitude of the electr ic  field vec- 
In addition, it is important to  note 
12 
that  a "scale factor error ' l in an approximation to  12 1 is relatively unimpor- 
tant,especi%lly a s  concerns the torque integral. That is, if a better approxi- 
mation to  IEl is given by 
where k is nearly unity and not a function of position on the rotor  surface, 
then only the absolute magnitude of the force and torque are altered, not 
their  functional dependence on ESVG geometry. 
In using Equation (221, the rotor-to-electrode gap distance, d, will not be 
taken t o  be the nominal distance, but the actual distance (along a radius vec- 
t o r  from the origin) from the rotor surface to  the electrode. The gap dis- 
tance may thus be a function of position on the rotor  surface. 
if the io to r  is miscentered within the cavity, then the gap i s  l a rge r  on one 
side of the rotor than it i s  on the other. 
For example, 
It is just such gap variations which give r i se  to torques on a gimbaled ESVG. 
If it i s  assumed that the-field under any single electrode is of uniform inten- 
si ty and that the electrodes have certain symmetry properties found in all  
ESVG designs, then, even if the rotor  i s  somewhat nonspherical, the torque 
vanishes t o  f i r s t  o rder  in the nonsphericity-to-radius ratio. This fact holds 
only for gimbaled gyros where t h e  symmetry properties of the electrodes 
may be maintained in a fixed relationship with respect to  the rotor. Even 
in the strapdown gyro, however, torques produced by field intensity non- 
uniformities are important. To a s ses s  accutately the torques produced by 
field intensity nonuniformities, we  must assume that Equation (22) is valid 
t o  f i rs t  o rder  in the rat io  of gap deviations to  gap size; i. e . ,  that actually 
. 
c 
where A d represents  the magnitude of gap deviations from nominal. 
Complete justification of Equation (24) has not been obtained, but two 
examples wi l l  be given which illustrate in specific cases the two important 
features of Equation (24). These are:  
1) The only voltage considered is that on the electrode which l ies  
directly over the point considered on the rotor ;  other electrode 
voltages may be ignored. 
The dependence on the gap distance for  nonuniform gaps i s  pre-  
cisely that given by (24). 
2) 
Example 1. -- Consider an inner sphere of radius ro, all at zero poten- 
tial, surrounded by two hemispheres of radius ROD the upper with a potentia1 
of +V, and the lower with a potential of -V. 
13 
The general solution of Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates for pro- 
blem s possessing azimuthal symmetry is 5 
where A and B are as yet undetermined coefficients, and P is the 4, th 
Legendre polynom inal given explicitly by 
.e .e 4. 
Since, by as sum ption, 
then 
= 0 for all t -(.e + 1) x r e + B  r 
P Q  f ,  0 
and 
'Jackson, John David: Classical  Electrodynamics. John Wiley and 
Sons, 1962, p. 6C. 
14 
or 
I 1  0 
- 1  
Since Pa (XI is even (odd) as L is even (odd), 
I 1 
6 using 
1 I 
'3 
'4. odd 
.C even 
n > 0  
n = O  
Handbook of Mathematical Functions, Abramowitz, National Bureau 
of Standards Applied Mathematics Series 55, 1964, p. 786, No. 22 
13.9 with X = 0. 
15 
yields 
2 v ( 2 t+ 1 I( 1 / 2)( - 1 / 2) 
Solving for At and €3 yields -e 
(-11 , [Y! f l  
, d = 1  
, 4even 
2 t + l  B,, = -A r c 0 
The electric field intensity is obtained by specific u s e  of Equation (21) as 
16 
At the surface of the rotor, r = ro, 
45-1 4.+l 
v e ro RO 
24+1 - ~ 24+ 1 E (ro, €0 = fir 
0 
C=l Ro 
odd 
[with the temporary definition (-l)!! = l j .  
Applying the above equation to ESVG geometry, set  
R, - ro= d o ,  and assume that 
0 0 
Now 
4+l 4-1 
- R o  0 1 -- - 
24.71 - 24+ 1 
’ - R o  0 
17 
The first t e rm in the above equation is exactly the expansion for  V(R 
divided by do (in the &.direction). That is, the series equals +1 for 
0 2; 8 e rr/2 and -1 for v/2 c 8 2; TI. Thus, 
8)  0’ 
The example has  not quite verified staterngnt 1 on page 13, as an additional 
t e r m  of the ord.?r of the rat io  of gap-to-radius appears in the above equation. 
This  is to be  expected, as the potential on the electrode surface in the ex- 
ample is discontinuous, while at  the rotor surface it must be continuous and 
cannot change abruptly with the electrode potential. The electrode-to-elec- 
trode gaps in an ESVG produce a gradual change in potential from one elec- 
t rode to  another on the cavity surface and  on the rotor, but produce charge 
and field intensity peaks near the electrode edges. In partial  compensation 
for  t h i s  effect, and to simplify integrals which appear later in the computa- 
tions, the ESVG electrodes will be assumed to be without gaps, provided the 
gaps are small. The second example to verify statement 2 on page 13 is 
both shorter  and more satisfying. 
7 Example I1 . -- Consider an off-center spherical capacitor as shown 
(with exaggerated miscentering) in the following sketch: 
5 Smythe, op. cit. p. 141. 
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In a spherical  coordinate system centered with the  rotor, we have 
rotor surface: - r = r 
cavity surface: r = 
The nominal gap is given by 
d o =  Ro - r 
0 
Using some of the theory of the f i r s t  example for the general form of the 
potential, and writing the boundary conditions as 
v(r, $1 = V: r = R 
V(r, 6 )  = 0: r = r Po (cose) 
po(cose) + 2 p1 (case) 
0 I RO 
0 
[recalling p0   cos^) = I, p1 (case) = case] 
it is evident that the  potential may be written as 
I3 
r V(r,e) = A + -+ (Cr  + 1 case r 
where A,  B, C, and D a r e  determined by the boundary conditions which  now 
become 
o = A + - +  B [ C r 0  + c) 2 case 
l-0 
RO RO 
C 
V =  A + E  [I- - 
2 
[Terms in(  
will result in being proportional to c / R  .) 
have been neglected as well as C c  and Dc as C and D . 
0 
ro Ro 
0 Ro - r B =  
19 
ro Ro c V 
- r '1 (Ro - ro) (Ro 0 
(Ro 0 0 
3 e =  
r 4 R o c V  
0 D = -  
- r (RO3 - r 3, 
or 
to  f i r s t  order  in  the r a t h  of c/do. 
statements, which the example was chosen to  illustrate,on page 13. 
This resul t  is exactly equivalent t o  
The approximation thus  becomes 
where 
r(0 ,  4) is the rotor radius 
R (0, 0) is the electrode cavity radius 
\. 
with 
d(6,9) R(0, 6 1 - r ( 6 , d )  (26) 
or, in short notation, 
v 
d 1E1 = - 
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&&lS ELECTRODE VOLTAGES AND ROTOR SPIN AXIS SYMMETRY 
With the field strength approximation of the previous section, the force and 
torque integrals may be wri t ten as 
where 
Vi is the voltage on the ith electrode 
Si is that portion of the rotor which l ies  radially under the - 
ith electrode 
Equations (28) and (29) represent instantaneous values of force and torque 
when instantaneous values of the voltages and geometrical variables a r e  
inserted. Many of the variables a r e  rapidly oscillating, and the exact forms 
for the force and torque valid for such high frequencies a r e  generally not of 
interest. What is wanted a r e  more tractable forms for the force and torque 
which will represent time-averaged net effects on a lower frequency basis. 
Two effects in particular may be discarded now: the high-frequency (typi- 
cally .20 KHz) comporznt in  the suspension voltages and the high-speed 
(typically 1 KHz) rotor spin. 
The f i r s t  effect is at  a much higher frequency than anything else in the 
system and may be neglected by simply assuming r m s  electrode voltages in 
(28) and (29). 
considered later. 
cavity to  2roduce net torque effects which come under the heading of vibra- 
tion torques. 
allows significant excursions of the rotor within the cavity before exerting 
E restoring force must be treated with special c a r e  at this point in the theory. 
Such suspensions a r e  not considered here. 
Lower-frequency changes in the electrode voltages will  be 
They sometimes correlate with rotor position in the 
It should be noted that an  ESVG suspension system which 
Removal of rotor spin from consideration i s  much more difficult but much 
more rewarding, leading to  a significant simplification of the integrals. 
Inserting (6)  into (19) and (261, which in turn make up (291, the torque is 
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Provided QCl,(t), which represents  case rotation about the  rotor  spin axis in 
inertial  space, is slowly varying with respect to ut, it can be assumed that 
*oft) = 0 over the averaging period. 
It will now be shown that the electrodes "see" on the average a rotor  shape 
which is symmetr ical  about the spin axis, and, thus, 
can be used. 
To show this, the t ime  average torque is computed: 
T 
for some time period, 
T. 1 
T, large compared with 2n/w. (Do not confuse T with 
* 
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It is easy to seelthat,given some static rotor  shape r(B ' ,  @'I, the average 
dynamic shape is symmetrical  about the spin axis and equals the static 
average shape. 
If 
is the static average ailape, then 
T 
r- 
J . o  
Also, the average 0' derivative vanishes, or 
T 
P 
a r  (e', @'-ut) dt = 0 l im T.-.m $ 1  
0 J 
. Also, 
T 
(36) 
1 
\'i 0 
Our problem is not as simple, however, as the rotor  r a d i u s  enters  non- 
linearly into the torque expression (30). It remains clear  that the (a r /3@')  
t e r m s  may be ignored; for, l e t  F(rf be arbitrary,  then, 
23 
2rr 
f 
P2n 
= 2n [[F(r) d r  ] = o  
4 0  
since de',  $'I is cyclic in  g'. 
The remaining t e rms  in the torque expression (30) inserted into (33)  a r e  
T 
Some (6') is desired such that 
and"? (e') should be as close as possible to?(O'), the static average 
rotor shape. For a truly general rotor shape, such a n  r(e') could not be 
fcdnd. The factsthat the rotor and the electrodes a r e  very nearly spherical 
and the rotor is  "locally smooth" must be used, and it must be shown that to 
t e rms  of the second order in A r / r  and Ar /d  such an d e ' )  exists and is equal 
t o  de'). In a typical gyro, I A r / r l  is roughly 1/250 000, while l A r / d \  is 
roughly 1/667. Thus, even first-order t e rms  in  l A r / r l  could be ignored. 
Define the average rotor radius, r a s  
c.3 
73 
H 
0, 
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acd define A03 '* .@'I as 
Then 
(42 ) 
(43) 
If the t e r m s  containing f l ( 0  I J  5 )  d: are omitted, this equation becomes 
25 
The assumption concerning the A(6l, 5)  must be made that 
Since (d/r0)= 1/250, (45) indicates that no sharp discontinuities in the 6' 
direction exist in the rotor shape. 
previously stated. 
This is the "locally smooth" assumption 
Xote that no requirement is placed on 
. A "longitude" line on the ball may thus be ignored, while  a aE 
latitude" line will produce anomalous torque effects. Row (44) becomes I t  
The force expression may be 4imilarly averaged. 
expression which contain no derivatives of rielJ 0') are the dominant terms,  
andthey do not require the assumptions of local smoothness. 
To simplify notation, the tilde on '? (61) w i l l  now be dropped, sirr'plifying i t  to 
r(el). 
The t e r m s  in the force 
The averaged expressions for  the force and torque become 
26 
1 1 dr(6') 
J 
Now i t  becomes useful to take a more definite form for r(e#). Any reasonable 
function may be expanded in a fourier cosine se r i e s  over the interval f rom 
osetsna 
n' = 1 
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can be written,where r was previo~.izly defined in (41) and the a are 
0 n 
given by 
IT 
Now 
m 
This form is not milch more definite than the gerleral a rb i t ra ry  form, but i t  
is made more definite by considering only the f i r s t  f e w  terms, about five or  
six. This corresponds to the assumption of "local smoothness", (45) .  
Actually, for (45) to be violated, significant te rms  past number 250 would 
have to exist in the rotor shape expansion (48). An exaggerated picture of 
the f i r s t  -five ro tor  "harmonics" superimposed on a nominal radius a p p e a r s  
in Figure 5. 
general. 
The first harmonic, to f i rc t  order in (a / r  ), represents a mere  translation 
of the rotor from i t s  center of mass  along the spin axis, retaining i t s  
spherical shape. 
and since the combined effects of rotor translation with other rotor shapes 
will be considered explicitly, 
in the ro tor  shape expansion. 
Compound shapes containing several  harmonics occur in 
1 0  
By itself, this resul ts  in  only a mass  unbalance torque, 
there is nc need to retain the f i r s t  harmonic 
FURTHER APPROXIMATION TO THE FORCE AND TORQUE 
FR3M GEOMETRICAL COSSIDER~TIONS 
and t e r m s  in the A r  1 It has already been pointed out that 1 - 1 ;t: -- 250 000 ' 
force and torque which are smaller than the dominant te rms  by this order  
may be neglected. 
deviations from spherical and rotor miscentering in the cavity both cause 
deviations in the nominal rotor-electrode gap distance do. 
are roughly bounded in  practice by 
rO 
In addition to the rotor  radius deviations, electrode 
Such deviations 
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1ST HARMONIC 
s TRANSLATION 
A 
PEAR SHAPED 
c .  
STAR SHAPED 
E 
E L L I P T I C A L  
B 
4TH HARMONIC 
D 
6 T H  HARMOMC 
F -  
Figure 5. The First S i x  Rotor Harmonics 
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Thus, f i rs t -order  terms in &!. may be c o m p t e d  t o  good accuracy and are 
' do 
to be retained in  the  theory. Second-order t e r m s  wi l l  be neglected. 
If do is defined by. 
7T 2-7 
remembering that 6' = 6' (6 ,  @) and writing 
Ad t h  the  force and torque may be expressed to  first o r d e r  in  
order in  - a as 
and ze ro  
A r  
rO 
U 
0 
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CURRENT DRIVE ELECTRONICS 
When the voltages on the electrodes are not directly controlled by the sus- 
pension electronics, Eqv.ations (53) and (54) a r e  not useful. While all ESVG 
designs to date have utilized voltage drive electronics, future use of current  
or charge drive electronics in some instruments is likely. 
Properly,  a derivation of the equations most useful for  current drive elec- 
t ronics  would parallel  the given derivation of Equatiom (53) and (54). A 
much shorter,  heurist ic derivation gives the correct  a n s w e r s  and includes 
Equations (53) and (54) as a special case. This argument is presented below. 
If the electrodes of an ESVG were driven from a voltage source, then the 
voltage on tne electrodes would be independent of the ESVG geometry. 
p a r d l e l  plate capacitor approximation to the electric field strength 
The 
may then be fur ther  approximated (with respect to  geometry) as 
This  is the course which has been followed in the electric force and torque 
theory. 
Ifahowever, the  ESVG electrodes a r e  driven by a cu::rent source, then the 
voltage on the electrodes var ies  with the rotor-to-electrode capacitance and 
is a function of the ESVG geometry. 
proximation for the field strength retains whatever validity it had in  this  new 
case,  the fur ther  approximation is  invalid. In this case 
Whi le  the parallel  plate capacitor ap- 
v(t) = 
‘e + ‘ s  
w h e r e  
i ,  q, and v are current,  charge, and voltage, and 
Ce = capacitance between the  rotor  and the  electrode under consideration: 
31 
electrode 
Cs = s t ray  to  ground capacitance effective for  thc electrode under 
c ons ide rat ion. 
Defining 
elect rode 
where As is t h e  spherical area of mi electrode, allows u s  to write 
electrode 
For convenience, we may alter (62) to  
The t e r m  
Si 
corresponds to  "pure" current-fed electronics, while the term 
0 corresponds to "pure" voltage .:ed electronics. 
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Putting its on q, CeO, Cs# and As to distinguish between electrodes and 
denoting the mean-square value of qi(t) by &i2 allows u s  to  write the force 
and torque as 
n LE 2 
i .  
Q:& L 
2 2 
do “eoi+ ‘si) II 
‘i 
A 
n dS 
Ad - A -(r x n )  dS 
1- ASi JJ-$fdSJJ (y x A) dS - 2 (  ‘eoi+ ‘“$ si ) J - e ( G x  i) dS1  
‘i ‘i 1 
The integrals 
JJ Tx;) dS 
’i 
are proportional to the individual electrode contributions to  primary 
electric torque, and they all vanish €or a gimbaled ESVG. Equation (66 )  
then reduces to the equivalent of Equation (54). 
produce the same torques on a gimbaled ESVG as voltage drive electronics. 
Current drive electronics 
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The integrals 
Si 
are proportional to the individual electrode contributions to  primary electric 
force, and they never vanish. 
may be accomplished by means of current drive electronics. 
Significar,t r-.duction of anomalous force effects 
Equations (65) and (66) reduce to equivalents of Equations ( 5 3 )  and (54)  for  
voltage drive electronics if 
<< c 
S .  
1 
eoi 
At this  point, it is necessary to  transform all quantities under the force and 
torque integral signs to fot.-e axes coordina?.es. 
formed, except the Ad t e i m  which is not yet entirely determined. The no- 
tation will also be condensec, by defining now variables, direction cosines, 
as 
A l l  variables a r e  trans- 
cy = u ( # ,  @ )  = sin 8 cos 3 
,3 = ,3 ( e , $ )  = sin 8 sin 
Q‘ = cy (it;,, @ ) = s i n  f, cos $o 
,30 = 8, ( B o ,  @o) = sin Bo s i n  @ 
0 0 0 0 
0 
It is well to remember that (a ,  ,3, y )  will vary with the integration variables, 
while (aoI 1 3 ~ ~  vo ) describe the orientation of the rotor spin axis i n  case CO- 
ordinates and a r e  fixed during the integration. LTsing ( c u , ~ ,  y) to express t h e  
functions under the integral signs :vi11 p r o v e  especially u s e f u l  f o r  electrode 
designs where a transformation can profitably be made to some pa i r  of thit 
direction cosines as integration variables. 
not independent, since cy2 + ?‘ + y’ = a 
In te rms  of the new variables, 
(The thrce direction cosines a r e  
+ Do2 + ,,o = 1.) 7 3 2 0 
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A .  
To obtain the above equations, it is necessary to  use  (?), (9), (11). and (67). 
The form - 1 d r  (01) 
sine ' de' 
may easily be written in t e r m s  of the direction cosines as shown below (up 
to the sixth harmonic). 
~ 1 - = - -  tit-  ( e o  1 f na 11 s i n  n 8 '  s i n  8 '  d e '  sin 8 I 
11 = 2 
= - 4 a 2 V ,  - 3 a 3  (dyl 2 -  1) 
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The  equation Ar(el) ,  which comprises part  of Ad, may also easily be put 
in terms of the direction cosines as 
. 6  
Ar (0 ' )  = 1 
n =  2 
a cos n e t  n 
- 48 Y 1 4 +  1 8  y12 - 1) 1 + as (32Y 
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SECTION Iff 
INTEGRATING OVER HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES 
SYMMETRY PROPERTIES AND G E N E R A L  RESULTS 
All  of the comments in this section apply to the present, most-popular ESVG 
electrode s t ruc ture  called hexahedral electrodes. Suitably handled, much of 
the analysis i n  this section is valid for  any electrode structure possessing 
some of the symnietry properties of hexahedral electrodes. Therefore, an 
attempt will be made to keep the analysis as general as possible in the ear ly  
stages . 
Hexahedral electrodes are r;.,ost easily conceived by imagining a cube in- 
scribed i n  a sphere. A radius vector from the center of the sphere passing 
through the edges of the cube would then divide the surface of the sphere into 
s ix  identical pieces. After "trimming" the edges of the pieces to provide for  
gaps between the electrodes, the s ix  pieces become the hexahedral electrodes, 
A diagram of the hexahedral configuration appears in Figure 6. 
The symmetry properties of hexahedral electrodes may be summarized as 
Each electrode has a center of symmetry. 
great circle passing through the center of symmetry intersects 
the electrode edge twice at  equal distances from the symmetry 
center, 
That is, any 
The s ix  electrode centers l h o n  the six intersection points of 
the sphere with a s e t  of three mutually orthogonal axes from 
the spherical center. Properly ordered, these axes are the 
force axes (px, I? 
electrodes may thus be named x+, x-, y+, y-, z+, and z - ,  
each corresponding to  the fo rce  axis which intersects the sphere 
at  the electrode center. 
A l l  of the electrodes look alike. 
fiz) of the force and torque theory. The 
Y '  
Consider a great c i rc le  passing through the symmetry centers 
of two adjacent electrodes (whose symmetry centers a r e  90" 
apart). If one of the electrodes were translated along 
the circle  until i t s  center coincided with that of i t s  neighbor, 
then the ent i re  edges of the two electrodes would be coincident. 
Successive u s 3  of the above property yields the fact that the 
37 
Figure 6 .  Hex2hedral Electrode Configuration 
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electrodes are invariant under 90' rotations about the 
axis through their symmetry centers, although this property 
does not quite imply the former. 
An electrode may be divided into eight pieces in the following 
manner. Divide the electrode into four pieces using the t w o  
grea t  circles passing through the symmetry centers of the 
electrode and i t s  neighbors. Then divide each of the four 
. pieces in half by means of t w o  additional great c i rc les  a t  45O 
to the original two. Now, in each neighboring pair of elec- 
trode pieces, one is the m i r r o r  image of the other, across  
the great c i rc le  which divides them. 
5) 
Symmetry properties one and two have alraady been implicitly used i n  the 
force and torque theory to guarantee the zxistence of the mutually orthogonal 
force axes. 
If all of the electrodes look alike, there must exist transformations of the 
integration variables which will make the integration limits for any given 
electrode look like the integration limits fo r  any other given electrode. 
Precisely stated, this means that given two electrodes, call them No. 1 and  
No. 2, there exis ts  a transformation (possibly many), 
such that, i f  
then 
Symmetry property four a s su res  that the transformations above have a simple 
form. If the zf electrode, whose symmetry center is at 9 = 0, is chosen as 
the "prime" electrode, five transformations can then be found, each of which 
will make one of the remaining five electrode l imits  look like the z t  electrode 
limits. 
Notationally, no new se t s  of integration variables w i l l  be introduced; all of the 
new integr&iEn variables w i l l  be called by the same symbols as the original 
set: The 8, 8 s e t  w i l l  be used only to ass i s t  conceptually in  establishing the 
transformations. If a typical integral is written in the form 
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then the transformation T. tQill take this into 
1 
since the Jacobian determinant of the ith transformation will be 
A s  a specific example, consider Tx+, the trapsformation appropriate to the 
X+ electrode whose cerper is ai, 8 = 712,  Q = 0 Consider a new force ases 
coordinate system (gX , p;, FZ), with  
If 5 and 7 _are-cGpidered as the spherical coordinate angles in the new 
frame, and c y ,  p ,  y are considered as the dircction cosines in the new 
frame, then by syrr-metry property four, the limits fo r  integration over the 
x+ electrode in the n e w  coordim,tes will he identical to those for. the z+ elec- 
trode in the old coordinates. 
variables, a special case of the argument involving Equation (8) is repeated. 
Here also, 
‘1’0 find the relationship between old and new 
I 
Along with (75), this implies 
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T: 
N 
. C Y "  y 
N 
P -  P 
y "  - a  
N 
which, as promised, is s.1 ?specially simple transformation. Since this is a 
special case of a transformation of the type (101, the Jacobian determinant is 
given by (ll), which is iclentical with (74) once the notation differences are 
resolved. . 
The other transformations may be  found in  a similar manner. 
marized below. 
They are sum- 
Assume an integral of the form 
To transform the l imits  of this integral to these of the z+ electrode, 
I f i = x +  
Replace 
I f i = x -  
Replace 
4 1  
I f i  = y+ 
Replace 
Ifi  = y- 
Replace 
--
I f i  = z- 
Replace LY by -cy 
P by P 
Y by -7 
($ = 0 4 - ex, r#J = 2 ll -.I Fy) 
$ <  
6 1, TT The notation with the trar;sforniation as (Q = 0 + - fiz, 
for T, completes the description of how the mapping between electrodes is 
accomplished. In the transformed variables the = 0 point corresponds to 
that great c i rc le  on the x+ symmetry center to the intersection of the sphere 
and the - pz force axis, while the 0 = l i ne  is a portion of a great circle 
cunning from the electrode center to the intersection of the sphere with the 
F force axis. Usually, this information w i l l  be ignored, but i f  one desired 
to izlngrate over only a portion of a given electrode ra ther  than the entire 
electrode, then i t  would be necessary l o  know how that portion w a s  mapped 
onto the z+ electrode. 
Q = y -- Y 
TT 
Y 
When integrating over an entire electrode, symmetry property four allows a 
furthcr simplification of the integral. 
electrodes onto the z+ electrode, we w i l l  only perform the simplification on 
the Z+ integrals. 
Since we have mkpped all the other 
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Essentially, property four guarantees us by i ts  90° rotational symmetry 
that 
or 
+ f (e, 4 +,-$ + f (0, 4 + 3 ~ / 2 )  sin 8d ed4 1 
. -  
Symmetry property five allows one f ina l  simplification of the z+ integral. 
When property five holds, 
or 
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Since  i n t e g r a l s  of the form of the left hand side of (78) w i l l  be evaluated for 
f (a, p, y), a polynomial in CY, p. and y, it is instructive to see how poly- 
nomials transform when the symmetry properties are used.  Let 
By property four,  
1 (r> s, t) = 
By property five,  
DIRECTION COSINES AS INTEGRATION VARIABLES 
It is possible, and often useful, to use  a pair of the direction cosines as inte- 
gration variables. 
inverse transformation from direction cosines to spherical  angles is given by 
If CY, 0 are considered as an independent set, then the 
CB /a) -1 QI = tan 
The Jacobian determinant of this transformation is given by 
CY 
CY2 + p2 
or 
This Jacobian has a pole a t  CY = p = 0, but fortunately, all of the integrals 
contain the factor sin 0, and 
(84) 
sin e = (86) 
45 
! 
An integral of the fcrm 
is transformed into one of the form 
where is some region in the 8, 4 space 
6 4  
R 
is the corresponding region in cy, 0 space 
Ra P 
2 2  Since y (a ,  p )  = 
space where y > 0), we have 
VI - ( a  +- 13 (interest is restricted to t;ie.upper iialf 
where y is regarded as a function of cy and P .  
Either of the other two pa i r5  of direction cosices, (a ,  9 and (9, y ) ,  could 
also be regarded as the independent s e t  of iqtegration variables leading to the 
follow in g sum m arize d resul ts  . 
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Here attention must be restricted to the P > 0 region. 
Here attention must. be restricted to the (Y > 0 region. 
All three of these transformations r e s t r i c t  consideration to one half or less 
of the sphere, but using the symmetry properties, interest is generally 
restricted to only the oneeighth or  less of the sphere where cy, p, and 
y > 0. 
yield useful results. 
It is, therefore, possible that any of the three transformations could 
HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES PROPER 
Since there are 12 edges on a cube, there are 1 2  grea t  circle cuts which 
divide a sphere into hexahedral electrodes. 
the center of the electrode-to-electrode gaps; no allowance for the gaps is 
made here. 
two hemispheres for manufacturing and assembly purposes. 
The cuts given below run dcwn 
At leas t  two other cuts are required to  separate the sphere into 
The equations Of the. 12 cuts are: 
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The equation numbers correspond to the numbered lines of Figure 6. 
Thus, the integration limits for  the s ix  electrodes may be written as 
3 -14 cot-' (-sin 6 )  1 ( * )  dOd 0 /I ( 0 )  dOdd = / c ~ ~ ~  (iii!) + [ 
S z - n / 4  0 ~ / 4  0 
(99a) 
t- 1 5 714  1 ~0:; (-;;;I) + J 7 7 1 4  J cot-' ( - s i n  0) 
( = )  dOd @ 
3 n / 4  0 5 n / 4  0 
4 8  
( * )  ded#  d e d 9  
+ j5TT14 In 
3 n/4 n - cot (-cos 0) 
+ I nir In ( 0 )  d e d 0  
5 n/4 n - cot :-sin 8 )  - 1  
4 9  
Equations ( 7 7 )  and (79), simplifying the z+ integration limits, are easily 
verified from (99a) with 
e l  ($3) = cot-l (cos @) (1 00) 
for  hexahedral electrodes. 
What l imits  correspond to'the regions Rap, Ray, 
cosines are used as integration variables, have yet to be indicated. 
original region, 
0 5 $3 Sn/4. 
these regions may now be defined for hexahedral electr3des with the use of 
(100). The diagrams of Figure 7 indicate the transfornied regi.ons. 
For region R (Figure 7A) 
when direction 
RPY 
The 
Re@, w a s  that one-eighth of the z + electrode lying between 
To find the transformed regions, knowledge of e,(@) is needed; 
QP 
or 
c 
1 
F- 
I 
0 
3 
? 
E 
51 Figure 7. Transformed Regions of Integration in Direction Cosine Coordinates 
For region R (Figure 7B) 
(YY 
or 
Finally, for region R (Figure 7C) 
?Y 
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or 
+ I' 1 
G 
0 d 
Thrse transformed regions are useful i n  calculating the integrals in the force 
and tt:rque equations. 
gration process on a computer. 
They a r e  particularly useful in mechanizing the inte- 
HEMISPHERICAL SPLITS IN HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES 
An electrode assembly must be split into two hemispheres to assemble i t  with 
a rotor. inside and to have a good vacuum seal. Lcoking at the hzxahedral 
electrode design, one can s e e  that any hemispherical split must section some 
of the electrode surfaces  into two pieces, with a par t  in each hemisphere. 
The effect of such sectioning is kept to a minimum by making the gap between 
t w o  pieces of one electrode as small  as is reasonable and by providing elec- 
t r ica l  continuity between the two pieces. 
I '  In the manufacturing process after rougfi" machining, the electrode assem- 
bly halves a r e  assembled with a lap inside and a r e  tumblec: to obtain a smooth, 
spherical  cavity. The halves are then disassembled, the rotor replaces the 
lap, and the halves a r e  reassembled. Slight differences from one assembly 
to the next produce discontinuities at the hemispherical split. The disconti- 
nuities distort  the rotor-electrode gap distance and cause tal-ques on the 
rotor. In a gimbaled ESVG thess electrcde assembly error torques, as they 
are called, may be the largest  purely electric tErques on the rotor. In a 
stra;?down ESVG they may be the largest  of the secondary'' electric torques. 
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torque depends on the 1oe;ltfon of t i?$ '  s ; l f i C  relntivc to Ihr! 
force axes and the direction (in the plni~c oi' thc  c r l X i ? )  11i :tiii&ll the halves ~ 1 1 . r  
lit plane could have i t t i \  f : r icn ta t ion  w,LR I* 
the force axes, in practice only three locatiocs i t + i .  tht?  split plurlc, i 
considered for hexahedral electrodes, 
named by the number of electrodes which are sectioned by t t w  cut;  two, four, 
or six. 
The three split possibi1itir.s -ict* 
Figure 8 i l lust rates  tile three spli t  possibilities. The utility of each of the 
spli t  possibilities may be summarized as 
1) Two-electrode split: Splits a minimum number of electrodes, 
requiring the minimum number of ex t ra  electrical connections 
2) Four-electrode split: Splits'at the "equator" of the unit, i%hich 
is sometimcs useful for packaging purposes, especially in 
giimbaled gyros with polar pickoffs 
leaves all the electrodes "looking alike" 
3) Six-electrode split: Cuts a corner  off each electrode, which 
Serious consideration w i l l  be grven only to the six-electrode split, which has 
been used in strapdown ESVG designs. 
To consider the effects of electrode misassembly errors numerically, one 
must be able to integrate over the sections of the electrodes separately. In 
the case of the six-electrode split, this means that one must  be able to inte- 
grate over the two pieces shown below. 
SPLtT LINE 
Since 
,/-,fi*j = 
I en tire II 
dS - /I ( 0  1 dS, 
electrode 
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1;'. 
Figure 8.  Electrode Splits for  Hexahedral Electrodes 
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and since we have already developed methods for integration over tkc entire 
electrode surface, we need only a method. for integrating over the split-off 
corners. For the z+ electrode, let 
corner 
Since the equation of the spli t  line is 
. e = cot-' (cos qi + s i n  
we may manipulat C into the form 
T7/4 cotm1 (cos (PI 
c (r, s, t) =i J . ps + p r s  yt sin ed edQ 
cot-' (cos (P + s i n  
In direction cosines, the equation of the spli t  line is 
y = a + @  = Vl-cy 2 - 0 2  
Defining 
cyl (0) = 112 [v2 - - 313 - p1 
we could write 
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vhere  
- 1  on the corner, 
+ I  elsewhere 
e = {  
C lea r ly, 
r s t  e Q 0 y sine de dJ/ = 4I(r ,s , t )  -2C (r,s,t) 
A second difficulty a r i s e s  in the integration process. For electrodes other 
than the z + electrode, the transformations given ear l ie r  a r e  not useful, as 
they do not milp electrode corners  onto the z + corner. A s  all  of the elec- 
t rodes st i l l  look alike in the six-electrode-split case, there  is a set  of 
transformations which map other electrodes onto the z + electrode and also 
map other co rne r s  onto the z + corner. It would reduce complexity if these 
transformations were  the ones already given, but they are no!; the others 
were derived before the assembly e r r o r s  were considered. 
transformntions are summarized as follows. A s  a check, the old numerical 
resul ts  were recomputed with the new transformations, and IO changes 
occurred. 
The new 
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x + electrode 
r e p l a c e  
(Y with y 
fi with -0 
y with cr 
x + e l e c t r o d e  
r e p l a c e  
cr with -Y 
/3 with LY 
y with -d 
SIX-ELECTRODE-SPLIT REPLACEMENTS 
n 
0 = O - + F  
z i  
r$ = n / 2  - -  F 
Y 
@ = n i 2  - - F Z  
y + e l e c t r o d e  
r e p l a c e  
a with -a 
/3 with y 
y with [3 
y - e l e c t r o d e  
r e p l a c e  
1y with j3 
j3 with -y 
y with -a 
@ = O - - F x  
n 
* = n i 2  - F Z  
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z - electrode 
replace 
a with -p 
*1 
@ = 0 “-Fy 
A 
As w e  really wish t o  integpate 
over all of the electrodes, where 
+1 Upper Hemisphere 
- 1 Lower Hemisphere 
the ma9pings of the ether electrodes into the z+ electrode m l s t  be altered 
in  sign t o  produce the required e .  
must be changed for this  reason, a s  their  major par t s  lie in the lower hemis- 
phere, unlike that of the z+ electrode. 
The signs of the z - ,  x+, and y+ integrals 
INTSGRALS OVER HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES 
Integral Relationships 
A very condensed summary of relations amongjintegrals usefu l  in the force 
and torque theory over hexahedral electrode stlructures is given here. 
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re nonnegative even integers 
eger (0,  t,  2. . 1. 
(4 I ( r , s , t  + 2 )  = I ( r , s , t )  - I ( r  + 2 , s , t )  - I ( r ,  s + 2 , t )  
Remaining relationr, involve only i = 0 or t = 1 .  
(d) I (r, s ,  t) > 0 for all r, s, t. 
(e) For I ( r D s ,  I )  see Parts  2 and 3. 
For I (r, s, 0) see Parts 4 through 7.  
Part 2 
where L (m,n) is defined and discussed in Part  3. 
( C )  I (2m, 2x1, 1) may always be written in the form R I Z  + RZ, where 
R1 and R2 are rationals, and Z E Arctan & . 6z 
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Part 3 
Z 1  L ( 0 , O )  = - + - 2 (; 
I, ( n i ,  n) may a l ~ a y s  I)( . wr i t1c .n  in t he  f o r m  K Z -t I2 
R2 a rc  ra t iona l s .  
where R1 and  1 2' 
1, ( m ,  ti) > 0 for all m, n. 
Part 4 
( 11) I (2m,  211,O) arc m o s t  e a s i l y  deve loped  i n  t e r m s  of J ( 4 ,  m ,  n). For 
a defini t ion of J ( 4 ,  m, t i )  see Part 5; for the re l a t ionsh ip  of s p e c i f i c  
I ( 2 m , Z n , O )  to J (4 ,  m ,  n) 's  sce Part G .  
1 I ( 2 m ,  211,O) may a l w a y s  be wr i t t en  in  the  form R f~ -I- I2 - where  
13 a n d  H arc r a t iona l s .  1 2m 
( C )  
1 2 
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1 
1 .  
2 4  2m 2 '"'2 dx 
J ( 4 , m , n )  = (1-x  1 x (2-x 1 
and K ( m ,  n) = J(0, m,  n). For a d i s c u s s i o n  of E; (m, n) see Part 7. 
J, w~icrc 
I -*I%? V T  
J ( t , i n , n )  may always he w r i t t e n  i n  thc form H 
I< an(! I3 a r c  rntioruls. 
1 2 
Part 6 
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I (0,8,0) = - 32n - 41 ( 2 , 6 , 0 )  - 31 (4, .!,(I) 
315 
(k) 
(-1)' 20+1 1 (') Iz J (g,O,a) 
o=o 
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Part 7 -
K (0,O). = f 
K (n-1, n) = 3 
2(2*-1)3n-1 * fi 
K (m, n) may always be written in the form R 17 + €3, -+ , where 
R and R2 are rationals. 
1 
1 
Integral Tables 
Tables of selected values of the integrals defined above are given here. 
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I 
;o,o, \ t 
TABLE I.  I (r, s, t) FOR HESAI-JEDRAL ELECTRODES - Continued 
66 
67 
EDRAL ELECTRODES - Concluded 
.. . .---_.-----_-- 
. Exact Value Expression 
Second DcnominaLor 
I . -  
--I_.---- 
! 
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TABLE 11. J (1, m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES 
69 
TABLE 11. 3 (I, m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Concluded 
70 
A AHEDRA L ELECTRODES 
Indices - Exact Value Exprcssion 
Approximate First Denominator 
I 
---I_- 
Second Dcnominator 
Factorization 
---------------. ---I- I 
Value 
-. 
0 . 5 2 3 5 9 8 7 8 E + O - l  2 . 3  
7 i  
1 5 3 . 5 . 7  
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TABLE 111. K (m, n) FCR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Continued 
I 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
TABLE 111. K (m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Continued 
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TABLE 111. K (rn, n) FOR HEXAf-TE!)RAI ELECTRODES - Continued 
' Indices i Exact V a k ,  Expression < 
I - -- .-. - ----I ! 
I Approxinatc 1 Firs; Dcnominator I Second Denominator , 
Factorization - ------- 1 Factorization -I-.^ -. Value 
7 , 4  j 
7 8  
TABLE 111. K (m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Continued 
* ! 
f indices ! .Exacr Value Expression 
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T A B L E  111. K (m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL E L E C T R O D E S  - Continued 
t 
1 Indices Exact Value Expression 
L - -  I-.- . ____ _. . - ---.- -.- _-- 
1 
, 
Approximate First Dcnoninator ------!- S,econd Denominator 
Value tor iza t ion-,. 1 Factorization - - . - . . - - -. __ -._ 
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TABLE 111. K (m, n) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Continued 
i 1 Indices Exact Value Expression 
t 1 
I I 
i 0. s 729 3 2 t ~ E - l  i z4 1 24.  33 1 
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) FOR HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - Concl-udcd 
------I 
I I n d i c a  Exact Value Expression 
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PROGRAM HEXINT 
HEXINT is a computer program written in FORTFAN IV language which inte- 
gra tes  functions of a characterist ic type over limits determined by electrode 
shapes in an ESVG hexahedral electrode structure. 
The functions are of two variables but are conveniently written in t e r m s  of 
th ree  variables, one being considered dependent on the others. The form is 
n= 1 
where 
y = i q m  
riD si, t .  nonnegative integers 
f i  real constants 
Six integrals of the function are computed, correspo ding t o  the s ix  electrodes 
in the hexahedral structure. Xather than integrate the one function over six 
sets of limits, analytical resul ts  permit six functions, similar in form to the 
original, t o  be createdon a term-by-term basis fr*>rn the input function and 
then integrated over a common set  of limits. That is, from f(cr,pj we create 
j = l ,  ..., 6, 
S 
j 
represent the surfaces of the s ix  electrodes 
is the element of surface area on an electrode 
is a fixed set of l imits  which represents a portion of a 
particular electrode 
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s was mentioned, the g. are created from f on a term-by-term basis, and 
J 
for a given t e rm g..((u, (J) it happens that 
J 1  - 
gx+, i - * gx-, i 
- 
gz+, i  - * g Z - , i  
(for convenience' we  have used the electrode-associated symbols x+, x- , y+, 
y-, z+, z- ,  for particular j values rz ther  than 1, . . . , 6). 
different integrals must be'computed for each t e rm of the function f. 
actual transformations from f to  g.  a r e  given for one t e rm of f below. 
f i b .  6) = fa! p y , then 
At most, three 
The 
If 
r s t  J 
t r  t r  s 
4f (CY P +P CY ) y  , if t and r a re  even gy+, i 
(0 . otherwise 
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All of the  integrals required by the program a r e  of the fcrm 
(where r and s are even nonnegative integers, and t is any nonnegative inte- 
ger). 
The program has two methods for finding the values of I(r, s, t). 
simple table look-up. An array,  INTGRL, has  Lhe capacity to s tore  all 
nontrivial values of I(r, s, t )  fo r  r < 10, s s 10, t s; 9. 
cular I(r, s, t )  has  not been analytically determined and inserted into the 
a r r ay  and if  it has  not been computed numerically by the program at any t ime 
in the past (including previous program r u n s ) ,  an inipossible negative value 
will  fill its allocated space in INTGRL, so inForming the program. 
program rinds an  allowable positive value €or I(r, s, t )  in IPJTGRL. that value 
is used. If I(r, s, t )  is out of the range of INTGRL, o r  if INTGRL contains a 
negative value for I(r, s, t), then the program corn'iutcs the integral numeri- 
cally. 
range of INTGRL), the program apdates the a r r a y  so that numerical com2u- 
tation of that par t icu lar  integral is never again necessary. A magnetic tape 
is used to maintain continuity of INTGRL from run to  run. 
The tape is read in at the  beginning of HEXINT, and, if  updating has  occurred, 
is rewrit ten at the  conclusion of the run. 
I(r, s, t )  efficiently, INTGRL is a two-dimensional array.  
storage are given later. 
the tape for  :he f i r s t  HEXINT run. 
Numerical computation of ihe integrais uses a five-point integrator" scheme. 
The values of the function are computed at 4k+l  equally spaced points (for 
one variable), weighted, and added together t o  produce th s  approximate inte- 
g ra l  value. The formula for  the  weightings and the e r r o r  is shown in Figure 
9. Since the sixth derivative of the function appears in the e r r o r  formula 
and since often our  function is a polynomial of low order,  the five-point 
integration formula would be exact (except for  truncation of the function 
values and round-off noise) for any number (=4k+l) of data points in the inter-  
val. A safer  procedure,  however, i s  to  keep the spacings between points 
(which enters  the error formula to  the seventh power) smal le r  than 0. 01. 
One is a 
If the value of a par t i -  
If the 
After c o m p t i n g  an integral numerically ( i f  the integral is in the 
T o  s tore  the nontrivial values of 
Details of the 
A short  initialization program is needed to prepare 
I 1  
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I ,  
'4k x4'<+1 
 EX - X  , i.e. Constan t  Spacing n n-; 
4k+ 1 
f ( x ) d x  = 2 [7f,+32K,+12f3+32f,+14f +32f +12f7+32f +l4fdC . . . -32 f .  +7f4k+l] 5 6  8 Lik 45 
- - 8 h7fv'{e) 
r45 
Figure 9. Five-Point Integrator 
(Chained I( Times) 
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Thus, t?ie f i  range is divided into 60 intervals (61 points), while the variable 
LY range is divided into a varying number of intervals, nearly a s  few as  pos- 
sible to keep A 0  e 0.01. The chained, five-point integration formula mcst, 
of course, be applied twice in succession in a do2ble integral such as ours. 
Computatior, of the function values is complicated Iiy the fact that 0 
fined. F o r  our purpose here, we shonld like it to be  one, but various com- 
puters sometimes arbi t rar i ly  assign zero to it, and some  print out bother- 
some an3 time-consuming error messages. Thus, \*;henever a zero cmxirs 
in  an exponent, a special case exists in computing the function. Of cotirse, 
s ane  advantage niry also be obtained \!hen a special  case  exists, for then 
the form of the function simplifies. 
An unconventional flax chart  of the program is contained on the following 
eight pages, along with a description of input and odput  data, sense-switch 
pregram control, and the storage &tails f3i- the ISTGEL array.  
In the flow char t s  a 50s tvith wavy outline indicates an ent i re  sequence of 
moves which a r c  themselves flon- ch i r ted  elsexhere,  and a number beside 
an input or witput bos  denotes the program FOR1SAT statement number 
( U N F  implies onformatted data). 
tion of a statement from the statemsat (or i ts  normal notation equivalent) 
it self. 
0 is unde- 
-4 do'ted line in a box separates  a descrip- 
Sense Switches 
1) Sense-switch fiL-e i s  tested only once, at the first (execcr- 
table) statement in the program, bu: this test  is used at . 
two other junctions in the program flozv, If sense-switch five 
is set, tt.2 program is said to  ?e under "automatic" con- 
trol, and the othc: sense switches a r e  ignored. Only one 
p a s e  wil l  occur during prozram operation under automa-. 
t i c  codro:. 
mounted at the beginning of the program, and the pause 
follows an appropriate typeout reminding the operator t o  
. mount the tape, This mode of operation is suitable for  
- batch processing on large-scale mschines. Under auto- 
matic control, exit from the prcgram takes place when 
the  first word of a data record is a negative integer o r  
zero, that word normally being a positive integer. 
sense-switch five is reset ,  the program is said to  be under 
manual" control, that is, program flow may then be con- 
trolled by sense switches one to four. This  mode of opera- 
tion is suited t o  experimectation anc! program checkout. 
The pause allows a magnetic tape to  be 
i f  
I 1  
22. Sense-switch thrpe inhibits the reminder state-Tent, pause, 
and readir, of the magnetic integral tape. 
will not oaerate :vithout having read the tape at least  once, 
sensesviitch three  should only be set when restar t ing the 
program at the beginning, the tape having been previously 
read. 
Since the program 
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Exit Sequence 
Data 
89 
- .  Compute Output Integrals And Write Output Sequence 
j _ i l 1  Set  A l l  6 Integrals t o  
S e t  N = 1 r"i 
,one more term A l t e r  the Nrh Term o f  the 
Input Function Appropriately 
for x+ and x- Integrals 
the Returned Integral to  x- 
Integral , PUT(2) 
Term o f  the Function Again a s  
Appropriate t o  the y+ and y- 
90 
one 
Term of the Function Again as  
@ 
to Zf Integral, PUT(5) 
F132 
End of Sequence 
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STANDARD INTEGRAL SEQUENCE 
C a l l  The I n t e g r a l  "TEG" And 
S e t  TEG = 0.0 
Should  TEG Be  T r i v i a l l y  i'ero? ............................. 
2 + K S  Mod 2 f C?- 
Y e s  
Is It P o s s i b l e  T h a t  TEG Is 
In The T a b l e ?  -------------------------- 
Is KRslO and  KS<kO and KTs9? 
F i n d  The A p p r o p r i a t e  T a b l e  E n t r y  
And S e t  TEG = T a b l e  Value  
13-r5. Is TEG 2 O.O? 
rLI S e t  TEG = 0.0 
Compute TEG N u m e r i c a l l y  -
Should  The Computa t ion  R e s u l t s  Go 
I n t o  The T a b l e ?  
----_---^------------------------ 
Is KR510 and KSs10 and  KT59? 
I [ A p p r o p r i a t e  Weight ing  F a c t o r  "1 
S e t  T a b l e  Value  = TEG 
S e t  Update F l a g  = 2 
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Nmerical Integration Sequence 
Set f3 Index, I B ,  = 1 + 
B loop entry 
Set  Inner Loop CY Integral 
PTEG, = 0.0 
I 
Set (Y Lower L i m i t  = $ 
I 
J - S e t  (Y Index, IA, = 1 
I 
(Y loop entry 
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EXIT SEQUENCE 
95 
e beginning of the program 
might be npdated during program operation. 
exit sequence, this tape will be rewrit ten if such updatiag 
has  occurred and, when under manual control, if sense-  
switch four is reset. 
writing of a n  updated integral  tape (but not when under auto- 
matic cont rd ,  as then the switch is never tested). 
Sense-switch one in  the se t  position provides a pause af ter  
data output. During the  pause the outpiit data may be exam- 
ined and a decision may be made to  read new data u r  to exit  
from the program. 
In the program 
Setting sense-switch four inhibits the  
Sense-switch two implements the decision above. 
switch two is set, a r e s t a r t  after the pause, in KO. 4 above, 
causes  the program to  read a new data record,  while i f  
sense-switch two is re se t  the program will  go to the exit 
sequence. 
Sense-Switch Suminary 
If sense- 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 
Set - Pause  af ter  Outpiit 
Reset - N o  Pause 
Set - Read Another Data Point af ter  Output 
Reset - Go to Exit Sequence af ter  Oatput 
Set - Inhibits Read of Integral M 4 G  Tape 
Reset - Normal. 
Set - Inhibits W r i t e  of Integral MAG Tape 
Reset - N o r m d  W r i t e  Occurs  if Integrals Were Updated 
Set - Automatic Control, Ignores No. 1 + N o .  4 
Reset - Manual Control 
Input -Output 
Input. -- Input to the  program i s  via paper tape in  card image format 
(i. e. , the  department does not have a card  reader,  but the format statements 
are compatible with a c a r d  reader). 
Each normal, logical record contains from two  to  eleven card  images; the 
first of which simply Ytates the number of remaining cards in  the logical 
record, which is equal to the number of t e r m s  in the polynomial for  the ixput 
function, up to a maximum of 10 terms.  Each remaining card  contains four 
values, one real and three  integers, corresponding t o  f, r, s, and t in  a 
representation of a function t e r m  
. f(crsl3,y) = ... + f  * CY r s t  p y + . . .  
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\ 
In addition to normal records,  an abnormal record exists containing only 
one card  image with a zero  o r  negative integer on it. An abnormal record 
ca-ises the program to go t o  a normal stop, and, hence, signifies the end 
of the input data. 
Card formsts  are as follows: 
+ 0 3  
Fi r s t  card of a logical record. 
I 
+/uj1 + o .  2 5  + l o 1 2  + ~ ~ -  - - - - - 
First three spaces contain an integer w!iich m.ist be from +01 to  +10 inclu- 
sive for  a normal record. 
function. 
Remaining cards  of a logical record 
The above card would indicate a three- te rm input 
First 1 2  spaces a r e  reserved for a r ea l  numSer with decimal point and sign. 
Spaces 13-21 have three integer values a s  illustrated. 
correspond to a ternt in an input function which is 
The card  above would 
2 3  (+O. 25) LY 13 y 
Output. - -  Other than dcmmy reminder statements, the program has  two 
output statements for each input record. The f i rs t  output occurs immediately 
after input and merely identifies the input function. The second output occurs  
at the end of computation on a given input function and prints the values of the  
six integrals computed. Figure 10 is a sample program Gutput sheet showing 
all communcations from the computer when the program is under "manualff 
control. Orily one input record was processed, the function being 
f ( ~ , $ , y )  = 1 .5  ao f loYo  = 1 . 5  
The exact answer is TT for  all s ix  integrals. 
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To change the  iterative program outpGc to  a line printer or  to  a mag tape 
in line printer format for off-line printout, the two WRITE statements refer-  
encing FORMAT statements 131 and 132 should be suitably altered. 
able Look-Up Procedure. 
An a r r a y  variable, XNTGRL (3, K), is created in program KEXiNT to s tore  
certain nontrivial values of the integral analytically called I(r, s, t), where 
r, s, t a r e  nonnegative integers. 
Since I(r, s, t )  = 0, unless r and s are both even, 
and I(r, s, t )  = I(s, r, t), 
there a r e  only 210 distinct, nontrivial values .0f I(r, s, t)  for the range 
O . g r s 1 0  
. O s s r 1 0  
corresponding to the 1081 distinct combinations of r, s, and t within the above 
range. 
The 210 values are stored in INTGRL which has dimensions INTGRL (21, 10); 
i. e., 1 s 3 S 21, 1 s K 5 10. The subscripts J and K must start  zt ? 
ra ther  than a more convenient 0 because some computers w i l l  not accept 0 
values for subscripts. The relationships among (J, K) and (r,  s, t )  are given 
below. 
K = t + l ,  t = K - 1  
Only even r and s are considered. 
Let 
G = greater  (r/2, '/2) 
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Then 
Where [ X 3 = largest integer less than or equal to X . 
L = J-1 - G(G+1) 
2 
A table of J versus r, s assuming r s s is given below for convenience. 
J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
- r s  
0 0  
0 2  
2 2  
0 4  
2 4  
4 4  
0 6  
2 6  
4 6  
6 6  
J 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
- r s  
0 3  
2 8  
4 8  
6 8  
8 8  
0 10 
2 10 
4 10 
6 10 
a io 
10 10 
The program listing is given on the following pages 
100 
93 
1691 
161 
162 
2pr2 
PUT(NJ = I~&D$ 
DO 29 N=I,MAX 
KS = M N,2 - 
K T = M N I L  
A S S I G N  l& TO 
GO To 191$ 
P U T 1  PUT1 &TEo 
PUT[2] PUT[P] & ( (-l.$l&il)xxKT)xTEG 
KS = KT 
KS = K T  
ASSIGN 162 TO KKK 
GO T O  l$j$ 
KT = M(N 3) 
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171 
172 
173 
18pl 
181 
CALL SSWTCh (4', 
182 
162 
1 i2 
1-13 
WRITE(6 IPJTGRL 
STOP 7 
TEG = $4.$D!h 
IF( MOD(KR,2)&MOi) KS,2)).NE.$) GO TO 15pI 
IF( [KR.GT.lJI] .OR. [ KS.GT.l~).O~.(KT.GT.g)) GO TO 193 
J -= MAX$ KR/2 
J = Kr.N9{[KR/2]:[~~${{ &1& (Jx(J&1))/2 
TEG = INTCHL(J,K?&l) 
TEG = $.$D@ 
K1 = 4 
REWIND b 
IF(TEG.CE.~.PW) GO T(! 1% 
KR.EQ.$)Kl = 1 
KS.EQ.$)Kl = 2 
(Kq.EQ.$).AND.(KS.EQ.$))Kl = 3 
K2 = 2 
IF(KT.E&.1)K2 -- 1 
EEIA = $.@D$ 
DO l$l IB = 1,61 
i3ETA2 = l.$D$ - EETAXX2 
DELA = DSW.T(3ETA2/2.$D$) - EETA 
KBETA i-: 25.,L4D$xDELA & 1.5Dq 
NALPH = hXK3ETA & 1 
FTEG = NALW - 1 
DELA = DELA/P?EG 
E%? = EETAXXK,C, 
S1 = BETAXxKI; 
PTEG I- $.$I$ 
ALPFA = EETA 
DO 1$2 I A  = 1,NALPZ 
GO TO ( 1$6,1r/, 
FABl = 2.$D@ 
GO TO 11$ 
FASL B2 6c iLPIIAX:'KS 
GO TO ll$ 
DELB = DSQRT(S .fl~g")/i8$,$~$ 
1$9) ,K1 
FA51 = 21 eC ALPtfAXXKR 
GO-TO 11$ 
PA61 = ( (ASPilA"XKR)XE2) & ((ALPHAXXKS)XBl) 
so rn (l.11,112},K2 ,. 
FHB = l.WD@ 
GO Y4.3 113 
FA:- = (DSQRT(EETQ - ALPFAV))XX(KT - 1) 
FP.3 = FkE FAD1 
102 
IF(MOD(IA,4) .EQ.3)FAB = FAB 12.jLfDP 
PTEO = PTEG & FAB 
ALPHA = ALPHA & DELA 
PTEG = 2.$D$/45.@DjifxDELAXPTEG 
la2 
1$1 BETA = BETA & 'DELB 
TEG = 2.$D$i45.@$"DELBXTEG 
INTGFiL(J,KT&l) = TEG 
IF((KR.GT.~$).OF~.(KS.GT.~J~).OR.(KT.GT.~)) GO TCI 15p 
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PROGRAM HCGINT 
Program HCGINT is a n  analog of program HEXINT. IiCGINT integrates the 
expressions 
over the various electrodes, where 
+1 Upper Hemisphere 
-1 Lower Hemisphere 
€ = {  
in the six-electrode-split, hexahedral configuration. 
section on splits, the  new program required new transformations of integrals 
to the Sz+ l h h ,  a second table of integrals called C( r ,  s ,  t), and a n  a l te r -  
nate method of integral combination. The integrals C(r, s, t )  were not-com- 
puted analytically, but numerically by altering the ntlmerical integration 
routine of HEXINT. ITCGIKT makes two passes through t h e  integration rotl- 
tine; the first pass  computes I(r, s, t), just  as HEXINT did, while the second 
pass  gives C(r, s, t). A second table storage and retrieval routine was 
established for C(r. s, t), and-the manual operating methods included in 
HEXINT for experimentation and checkout were dro7ped from IICGIXT. 
listing of HCGINT is given on the following pages. 
A s  discussed in the 
A 
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1'?0"1RtW HC6lXT LISPING 
DIMENSION F110)* MI10931 
DOUBLE PRECISION R I I  R2t RETAI R E T A ~ I  ALPHA, DELA, DELB, 
X DSQRT, FABI FAR19 TEGI PTEGt PUTIG), INTGRL(2lrlOl 
DOUBLE PRECISION CNTGRLt45.3)r OK39 &ETA39 DMAX19 PPTEC 
130 FORMATI 1'31 
131 FORMATITOH MAX IS !3//24H F(ALPHAIBETAIGAMM'AI lS//(lOX 
138 FORMAT( Dl?o4*313I 
X 2 H + ( F 8 e 3 r l Z H ~ * ~ ~ A L P H A ) w + I 3 r l l H I + ( ( B E T A ~ * * 1 3 ~  
X12H)*((GAMMA)*+I3*1H)//)) 
132 FORMAT(Z1H INTEGRALS OF F ARE//5XlSHX+ INTEGRAL = 321+14/ 
XSX15HX- INTEGRAL = 021014/5X15HYt INTEGRAL = D2101'+/ 
X5X15HY- INTEGRAL = 021014/5X15HZ+ INTEGRAL = D21014/ 
X5X15HZ- INTEGRAL = r)21e14//) 
234 FORMAT1 30210141 
320 FORMAT( 1OXlZHlNTGRL CFCK) 
321 FORMAT(lOX13HCNTGRL OECK) 
401 FORMAT(3D21014r5H (I?rlH~Il*lH)4X!31 
READI5.320) 
READ15r234l INTGRL 
IUPDT = 1 
READ( 59 32 1 I 
READ(5r234lCNTGRL 
JUPDT = 1 
170 READl5r130l M A X  
IF(YAXoLEaO1 GO TO 181 
R E A D l 5 r l 3 8 ~ ~ F l J ~ r l M l J I I f r I ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ l ~ M A X ~  
WR I ;E( 9 9 131 )MA?: I F ( J 1 s ( M (J,  I ) t f =1 e 3 1 9 J=l rblAX 1 
DO 201 N = l r 6  
00 202 N=lrblAX 
KR = M(N13) 
KS = M(N921 
KT = M ( N * l )  
ASSIGN 160 TO K K K  
GO TO 100 
KR = KS v 
KS = M(N93I 
ASSIGN 161 TO KKK 
GO TO 100 
KR = K T  
KT = M(Nr21 
ASSIGN 162 TO KKK 
GO TO 100 
KR = KS 
KS = M I N 9 1 )  
ASSIGN 103 TO KKK 
GO TO 100 
KR = KS 
KS = KT 
201 PUTIN) = nema 
160 PUT(I1 3 PUT(1) + t(-loODOI+*KS)*TEG 
161 PUTf2l = PUT(2I + ((-loOOO~**IKS+KT))*TEG 
162 PUT(3) = PUT(3) + ((-loODOI+*KRl*TEG 
163 PUT(4) = PUT141 + l1-1.000)**lKR+KT))*TEG 
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165 
202 
181 
184 
402 
180 
1 8 2  
183 
100 
301 
302 
1 0 3  
KT = M ( N r 3 )  
ASSIGN 164 TO KKK 
GO TO 100 
P U T ( 5 )  = P U T ( 5 )  + TEG 
KR = K . 5  
h'S P M t N r 1 )  
A:':IIGN 165 TO KKK 
GO T b  100 
PUT(6)  f P l J T ( 6 )  + ( f - l a O D O ) * * ( K R + K S + K T I ) + T E C  
CON 1 I NIJE 
P U T I I )  = -PUT(1) 
PUT(31 = -PUT(3) 
PUT(hl = - P U T ( B )  
W R f T E ( 9 r 1 3 2 )  PUT 
GO TO 170 
WR I TE t 6 o 3 2 0  
WRI T E 1 6  9 2 3 4  1 
IF t JUPDToEQ.11  GO TO 180 
W R I T E ( h r 3 2 1 )  
DO 402 N = l r 1 3 5  
K = ( N - 1 ) / 1 5  +I 
J = 3 * ( N - 1 - 1 5 * ( K - l ) ) + l  
L = J + 2  
W R I T E ( 6 r 4 0 1 )  ( C N T G R L ( M 9 K ) r M  = J 9 L ) r J v K r N  
STOP 7 
GO TO ( 1 8 3 9 1 8 4 ) * J U P D T  
STOP 1 
TEG = 0 a O D O  
DO 300 K 3  = 1 9 2  
OK3 = K 3  
GO TO ( 3 0 1 r 3 0 2 ) r K 7  
I F ( ( M O D ( K R r 2 )  +MOU(KS92) )aNEaO)GO TO 1 5 0  
IFI~KR.GTalO)oOR.(t:S~GTolO)oO~a(K~aGTa9)) GO TO 103 
J = M A X O ( ( K R / Z ) . ( K S / ? ) )  
J = M I N O ( ( K R / 2 ) r ( K S / ? ) )  + l + ( J * ( J + 1 ) ) / 2  
TEG I N T G R L (  J I K T + l )  
IF (TEGaGEaOaOD0)  GO TO 150 
TEG = O a O G 0  
GO TO 103 
I F ( ( K R ~ G T o B ~ o O R O ~ K S ~ C T . ~ ) . O R . ( K T ~ G T ~ ~ ) ) G O  O 103 
J MAXO(KR9KS)  
J = Y I N O ( K R r K S )  + I + ( J * ( J + 1 ) ) / 2  
TEG = CNTGRLt  J r K T f - 1 )  
IF (TFGaGEaOa0DO)GO TO 310 
TEG = 0 o O D O  
I F ( K R a F Q e C t 1  K 1  = 1 
1FIKSaEO.O) K 1  = 2 
!F(1KRaEQaO)aANDa(KSaEQoO)) K 1  3 
I F ( K T a E Q a 1 )  K 2  = 1 
DELI3 SE DSCRT(3aODOI / lROaODO 
BETA = 0aODO 
I F ( I U P D T o E Q o 1 1  GO TO 183 
I NT6RC 
K 1  = 4 
K2 = 2 
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108 
106 
107 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
102 
101 
303 
150 
3 0 4  
310 
300 
DO 101 IS 1 9 6 2  
B E T A 2  = 1.000 * BETA**Z 
S E T A 3  = 4DK3 - 1 ~ O D O ) * O ~ S D ~ * I D S Q R T ~ 3 ~ O D O * B E ~ A 2 - l ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ E T A ~  
ALPHA = DRIAXI (RETAIBETA?)  
D E L A  = D S Q R T ( B E T A 2 / 2 o O D O I  - ALPHA 
K B E T A  = 25oODO*DELA f 1.5DQ 
PTEG = N A L P H  - 1 N A L P H  = 4+KBETA + 1 
D E L A  = D E L A / P T E G  
02 = BETA**KS 
B1 - =  BETA**KR- 
P T E G  = OoODO 
DO 102 I 4  l r N A L P H  
GO TO ( 1 0 6 . 1 0 7 r 1 0 8 r 1 0 9 ) * K 1  
F A A 1  = 2.090 
GO 7 0  110 
F A 6 1  = €32 t. ALPHA**K.s 
GO TO 110 
F A 6 1  = f31 4 ALPNA**KR 
GO TO 110 
F A 0 1  = ( f A L W A * + K R ) * g Z )  + ((ALPPA**YS)*Bl) 
GO TO l l l l r 1 1 2 1 r K 2  
F A B  = 1.000 
GO TO 113 
F A B  = l D S Q R T ( B E T A 2  - A L P H A * * 2 l ) * + ( K T  - 1 1  
FAB = F A % + f A B I  
I F ( ( I A . E Q . 1 ~ . O R ~ ( I A ~ E O . N A L P H ) )  FA6 = F A B / 2 * O D 9  
I F f Y O D ( I A ~ Z I . E O i n l  FAR = FAP * 32.000 
I F ( M O D ( I A I ~ ) * E Q * ~ I  FPB = F4B * 1 4 i O D 3  
IF IYOD( IA ,4 ) .EQ.3 )  F A R  J FBB * 120GUO 
P T E t  = P T E G  + F A 9  
ALPHF, = ALPH4 + 3 E L A  
PTEG = Z - ~ D 0 / 4 5 . Q D O * O E t A + P T E G  
~ F ~ ( ~ B . E O ~ ~ ) D O R I ( I ~ ~ E Q ~ ~ ~ ) )  PTEG = PTEG/Z.ODO 
IFIMOD(IUIZ)OEQ.O) PTEG = PTEG * 3 2 o O D O  
I F I Y O D [ I B r 4 ) . E Q . l )  PTEG = PTEG * 14.ODO 
I F ~ V O D ( I B I ~ I . E Q O ~ )  P l E G  = PTEG * 120ODO 
TEG .= TEG + PTEG 
BETA = BETA + DEL9 
YEG = ~ o O D O / ~ ~ . O O O + D E L ~ * T E G  
I F ~ ( X R ~ G T ~ l O ~ ~ O R ~ ~ K S ~ G T ~ l ~ ~ o O R ~ ~ K l ~ G l ~ 9 ~ ~ G O  TO 1 5 0  
GO TO ( 3 0 3 r 3 0 4 1 r K 3  
I N T G R L ( J * K T + l )  TEG 
LUPDT = 2 
TEG f 4.000*F!NI*TEG 
P P T E G  = TEG 
GO TO 300 
C N T G R L ( J v K T + l l  = TEG 
JUPDT =.  2 
T€C = PPTEG + TEE 
CWT-INUE . 
GO TO KKK1~160rl61~162r163~164~165) 
m- 
I F I ( K R ~ G T . ~ ) ~ O R I ( K S . G T * ~ ~ ~ O R ~ ~ K T ~ G T ~ ~ ~ ~ G O  TO 310 
TEC = - 2 e O D O * F f N ) + T F G  
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SECTION IV 
GEOMETRICAL PERTURBATIONS 
A s  previously noted, all of the electric torque on an ESVG rotor  depends on 
rotor nonsphericity and vanishes for  a spherical rotor. An analytic form for 
rotor nonsphericity has already been assumed. The subject of this  section 
is the other geometrical effect which contributes to' electric torqu,?, namely 
the distortion in the rotor-to-electrode gap distance. The major contributors 
to such distortion are listed below with an analytic form for the gap distor- 
tion (Ad) each produces. 
ROTOR NONSPHEF ?CITY 
Fromthe previous derivation leading up to  (72), Ad = - Are 
ROTOR MISCENTERING 
If the electrode cavity were perfectly spherical and the vector from its 
spherical  center to the rotor  center of mass  were 
A A A 4 
r = xc Fx+ yc Fy + zC FZ C 
then the gap anomaly would be given by (to f i r s t  order  in 4 1 
Ad (e ,@)= - x sin 8 COS @ - yc s in  8 sin 9 - zc cos 8 
C 
ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY ERRORS 
As discussed in the section on electrode cavity hemispherical splits, mis- 
assembly of the two halves after lapping leads t o  significant gap distortions. 
While there  are many ways in which two hemispheres may be misassembled, 
the important e r r o r  a r i s e s  from a relative translation of the two hen.;spheri- 
cal halves in  the p l m e  of the split, as illustrated below. 
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split in which such 
tranelations could,occur. Since a gimbaled ESVG has its rotor spin vector 
aligned along the F, force axis ty convention, it is convenient t o  describe 
the two indgpendent directions in the plane of the split as being along the pro- 
jection of F, onto the split plane and orthogonal to the projection of F, onto 
the plane of the split, Two q i t v e c t o r s  are associated with these directions, 
and they a r e  called u, and ut for longitudinal and transverse, respectively. 
Assuming a coordinate system center midway between the centers  of the dis- 
placed hemispheres, the translations of the two centers  a r e  given by 
+ (A, + At $) on the hemisphere 
containing the z + axis 
- (A,d4.+ At at) on the hemisphere 
containing the z - axis 
and 
Ad = 
A &  
+ r * A  (the electrode has  moved, 
not the rotor) 
or a n  A A  + (A, r u,+ At  r = ut) upper hemipphere 
Ad = 
~n A *  - (A4r ut + At  r * lower hemisphere 
In the case of the six-electrode split discussec" in the previous section, we 
have the normal vector to  the plane of the split, 6, given by (in force axes 
coordinates) 
1 - A 
7 = (-1, -1, 1) 
Hence, .I 
i A a 
proj F, = (1, 1, 2) = u z.. 
A 1 and 
ut 
Hence, 
(a + P + 2y) + %(a - P) 
Jz 
upper hemispnere 
1.Wer hemisphere 
SECTION V 
COMPUTATION O F  THE ELECTRIC TORQUE 
We have now assembled everything we will need to compute the electric force 
and torque on an ESVG rotor. Since we are primarily interested in the elec- 
tric torque effects, the force equations will be car r ied  no further. It should 
be noted that we have not been uite fa i r  in treating the force t e r m s  even 
requires  more  work, Further,  geometrical perturbations which a r e  most 
important in causing electric torque are not necessarily the dominant spurious 
force producers. And, while Equation(68) f o r  computation of the force is 
accurate, more  useful ways of writing this equation exist. 
previous to this. Defining the 9 ’ nominal” force and deviations from nominal 
NOMENCLATURE OF FORCE AND TORQUE TERMS 
Before proceeding, it is conceptually useful to have names for various por- 
t ions of the resul ts  for the force and torque. The Ad/do t e rm in the inte- 
g ra l s  arose from nonuniformities in the electric field intensity at the surface 
of the rotor  due to any cause, while the (d r  (Ol)/dOl) te rm arose strictly from 
nonsphericity of the rotor, causing a lack of coincidence of the radius vector 
(to a point on the  ro tor  surface from i t s  center  of mass) and the outward sur -  
face normal vector there.  Of course, rotor nonsphericity is also one of the  
sources  of electric field intensity variations. This  dual concept played by 
the rotor non;phericity in the torque expression is the cause of much con- 
fusion, because conceptually these tv;o roles will be separated when talking 
about the torque, while physically they never can be separated. 
Both the force and the torque integrals contain the two-term expressior! 
These two t e r m s  will be treated separately and the resul ts  called pr imary 
force and torque and secondary force and torque, respectively. 
is expected to be less than 
force and torque resul ts  may usually be expected to be of much smaller  mag- 
nitude than the pr imary results.  A very important exception t o  this expecta- 
tion exis ts  inthe ease of a ginbaled ESVG, where a symmetrical  location of 
the rotor spin axis in the case is maintained, resulting in a vanishing primary 
electric torque. In th i s  case  the secondary electric torque t e rms  are the 
largest which occur. 
Since lAd/do I 
i n  most reasonable cases, the secondary 
The theory leading to the computational forms for the force and torque is not 
valid for t e r m s  beyond the secondary ones, and, while computational resuits 
could be obtained for  such t e r m s  by u s e  of the formulas, no validity could be 
attached to such computations. 
necessary for more  precise results. 
A difficult recasting of the theory would be 
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Pr imary  electric force, ' then, wouid be o 
condition (spherical electrode cavity and spherical rotor with coincident 
centers) while pr imsry electric torque depends solely on rotor nclnsphericity. 
As discussed in Section ID, three sources  for 4 d  variations will be consid- 
ered, rotor  nonsphericity, rotor miscentering, and electrode assembly errors. 
EXAMPLE OF THE TORQUE CALCULATION PROCESS 
The computational process is best illustrated by writing a torque t e rm in 
integral form and carrying through the integration. . The primary torque due 
to a third harmonic (pear shaped) rotor  has  been taken as an example: 
Instead of illustrating the integration for all six electrodes indicated by the 
sum, orly the  torque due to the x+ electrode will be computed. Further,  
ra ther  than compute-all three vector components of the torque due to the x+ 
electrode, oriy the F componer; will b e  computed. Although only a fraction 
of the problem will be illustrated, none of the essentkd s teps  will  be omitted. 
Y 
The first step in the computation is to transform the  integrand above, so that 
we may assume the integration l imits  are those of the z+ electrode. Using 
the transformation given on page 4 1 yields 
C12(yao + !3c? 0 - oy0)' - 33 sin Bd6ds 
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Simple multiplication of terms yields the polynomial form 
2 
* 2 2 r c - 1 2 a y 2 a 0 3  - 1 2 4  a(,$o 4 Tp3** Fr = - a 
3 2 2 2  - 12 cr aoyo2 - 24 aPw0 P o  + 24 ycy0 yo 
2 - 24 Pv ao?o~o 2 2  - 12 B YP,  yo - 12 Q yy, 
‘ 2  + 24 a y  a O y 2  + 24 c~l3yi3~y: + 3 yy,] sin BdBdg 
Using the eleetrode symmetry  properties embodied i r  the formulas on pages 
43 and44sirnplif ies  the above form to 
113 
we obtain 
3 2 - 48  yo 1 + I (O,O, 3) c-48 yo] 
+ I  (0, 0, 
Using tablllated values f o r  I(r, s, t)  from pages 65 to  68, 
hedral electrodes with 8 ($) = cot - (cos @) 1 yields 
[ assuming hexa- 
- ( 5 . 2 " " )  v 
0- 
Combining this t e rm with the 17  similar t e r m s  from the other electrodes 
and/or axes would yield the total primary torque due t o  a third harmonic 
rotor. (The full expression is found on pages 115 and 116. ) 
When it is realized that five rotor harmonics are to  be considered, most of 
them more complex than the third, and that Rhey must be Considered in com- 
bination with many other effects for  the secondary torques, the computational 
magnitude of the problem becomes apparent. 
The two computer programs (HEXINT and HCGINT) described earlier make 
the t a s k  possible by automating a substantial portion of the computations. 
They are especially valuable in keeping e r r o r s  out of the results. 
tabulating the resul ts  of the computations of the primary torques and secon- 
dary torques due t o  miscentcring and rotor nonsphericity, it is useful to 
make a few notational conventions. 
Before 
. 
The rationale behind these conventions will be apparent when suspension 
constraints are discu s sed. 
n 
Let 
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. .  
ESVG PRIMARY ELECTRIC TGRQUE; HEXAHEDRAL ELECTRODES - 
The primary torques due to  second to sixth harmonic rotor shapes are 
Second Harmonic Primary Torque 
T 
a2 
*= (4.619) [ %'xPoyo(Pz - Py) 
Third Harmonic Pr!mary Torque 
2 2 
-T 
- -  '' - Px { (9 .223)  @,yo MZ - Po 
"3 My) 
Po) MZ - (yo3+ (yo 
+ (5 .223)  (y  M - Po MZ) 
O Y  
115 
Fourth Harmonic Primary Torque 
Y (20Pz - 19P - Px) x "4 
116 
i + ( 18.4 75) aoPo (Px - py) 
Fifth Harmonic P r imary  Torque 
+ (5.530) a o ~ o ~ o ( P q 2  - Yo 2 Mx 
2 3 3  + (14.584) (ao + aoPo )Mz - (Yo + Po yo) i" 
Sixth Harmonic Pr imzry  Torque 
Y 
118 
119 
+ (41.544) (YoPo(P y x  - p  1 )  
SECONDARY TORQUE; ROTOR SELF - INTERACTION 
FOR E! ELK! €1 EDRA L. ELECTRODES 
As has been noted before, rotor "se1f-interap:tion" torques arise when the 
distorted electric field intensity induced by the misshapen rotor interacts  
with the non radial surface normal vectoi-t; from that same misshapen rotor. 
Thus, the rotor shape anomaly en ters  the torque integra3 in two places for  
the self-interaction torque, in the Ad t e r m  and in the dr(B')/d@ term.  
While physically the samc rotor shape must be present for both terms,  con- 
ceptually it is possible tc put individual harmonic shapes independently in 
aach t e rm and then sum t h e  resul ts  t o  correspond to  some assumed physical 
condition. For example, suppose that the dominant rotor shape is  made up 
of second and third harmonics. The equation for self-interaction torque from 
these harmonics would then be the sum of four  interacting combinations: a 
second harmonic field distortion interacting with a second harmonic normal 
vector distortion; a second harmonic field distorticn interacting with a third 
harmonic normal vector distortion; a tnird harmonic field distot-tion inter- 
acting with a second harmonic normal vector distortion; and a third harmonic 
field distortion interacting with a third harmonic normal vector distortion. 
Notationally, these individual interactions would be called, respectively, 
rrs22' Ts23' '~32' Ts33' 
-4 4 L 
The forms fo r  the self-interaction torqBes may be written in t e r m s  of l inear 
cornbinztions of the forms  just given for the primary torques, together with 
one additional form. Da-fine 
f 4 m 
4 
1 
2 = (1.741) - +- (a M - yoMx) + F ( p  M -a M ) 
Y O Z  z o x  o y  a P 
or 
A -  
= - S  x F  
P 
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4 
where F, is the pr imary force vector. This  t e r m  represents mass  unbal- 
r. 
ance torque. (The negatiye sign is used so th$ whes o a y  gravitational 
forces  ake in effect and F 
being the effective distance of the axial mass  unbalance arm. 
Now the self-interaction torques may be written as follows; 
- mg 6, then T = p(S x G) with P = mg apt a P P P 
-2- a 
- ,A- 
P a2 a3 a5 
2 .  
a3 
z 
a6 
4 4 
T T 
a 
do ‘s24 = - -  4 --A p6 
4 a2 a4 a6 
T 
1 P6 + Tp2 - _ - -  - do ‘s42 
a2 a4 3 a2 
Higher-order t e r m s  can be expressed in a similar manner; however, explicit 
equations for them a r e  not available without higher-order, primary-torque 
te rms .  
1.2 1 
es caused by rotor  miscentering 
within the cavity interacting with rotor nonsphericity are more complex than 
pr imary  torques due to nonsphericity alone. 
Rather than wr out the very lengthy expressions, an advantage has  been 
taken of a symmetry property of the resultant expressions to present them in 
a condensed form. Only the torque due to xc miscentering w i l l  be given 
(that is, a miscentering of the rotor by xc units along the Fx case axis) , 
The torque due to y, ahd zc miscenterings may be deduced by simultan- 
eously cyclically permuting the symbol groups 
(eo. Po. yo 1 
that is, if we  write 
CJ  
then the total torque due to an arb i t ra ry  miscentering with components x 
y,. and z is given by C 
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The symmetry property merely corresponds to a renaming of the electrode 
axes.  
Second Harmonic Miscentering Torque Form 
+ % { (1.945) [P Y M - ( Q ~ - Y ,  )MZ1 + ( 8 . 0 9 3 ) ~ ~ y ~ M ~  
Y 0 0  Y 
(1.945) [-Po\Mz - @:- (yO2)My3 - (8.093)~ + iz  i 
Third Harmonic Miscentering Torque Form 
h + F {“:yo [(16.900)Px i- (0.272)P - (7.1181 Pz] 
Y Y 
2 + Po yo C(4.583) (P, + P ) + (0. 8883Pzl 
Y 
+ y: C(4.583) (Px i- Pz) + (0.888)F ] 
Y 
3 
MYf 
. + (2 .148)  Poy0 (Po 2 - yo 2 ) Mx 
+ (10,371) cc0 (PO3Mz -yo 
+ (37.557)  "oPovo (Yo MZ - 
+ (?. 778) cto (yo fity - PoMz) 
M )  y. 
3 
I 
3 + $' { - (8.223) CY," MZ + (19.433) Yo< yo MZ+ Po My) 
+ (10.371) M +Po !y, - (yo 1 M Z  1 Y 
+ (50.076) a O y 2  Mx - (33.630) Qc Yo MZ 
+ (62.434) a0 yoMx + (47.9281 C Y ~ P ~  yo Mx 
Y 
2 2  2 
2 2  
3 2 
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2 2  - (50.076) ad309 Mx + (33,630) a. Po My 
- (63.434) a:P, Mx - (47,928) aofl,Y0 M, 2 
Fifth Harmonic Miscentering Torque Form 
-. 
$)xc= $[GX{ - a 0 0  P 3~ 0 (39.883) P Y - (32.845)Pz - (7.038) Px] 
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[(8t;. 01 l)Px - (31. 292)Pz f (2.726) P 3 
Y 
f(78.973)Px - (30.118)  Pz + (8.591) P 3 +% Po Y l  Y 
- 6, 2 yo 022.914) (Fx+ P I +  (4.438) Pz] 
- a 'yo D5c4.498)Px + (1 .599)P - (35.591) Pz] 
0 Y 
Y 
C(22.914) <Px + Pz) + (4.438) Pr3 - yo 
+ yo c(3.132) (P + P,) + (14.679) Px] 
Y 
3y%i9.  i49) 'Px + P + Pz) - 8 0  0 Y 
- C(86.01i)Px - (31.292)P + (2.?26)Pz] 
Y 
- c (56. 49S)Px - (26.790)P - ( 0 ,  983)Pz] Y 
. _- Cyo 2 p0Y," [ (78. 973)Px - (30, 118)Py + (8 .591)P 3 
Z 
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Sixth Harmonic Mfscenterina Torque Form 
C 
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12 8 
+ (46.-0)ti?)a0 2 4  Po My - (97.925)ar05BO Mx 
+ (11.782)(r0 2 POYO MZ 
12 9 
SECONDARY TORBUE; ELECTRO.DE ASSEMBLY ERRORS, 
HEXAHEDML ELECTRUDES MnTIf SIX-ELECTRODE SPLIT - 
Only second and third rotor Bhepo harmonics have boen ueod in the computa- 
tions. Both longitudinal and trmsvcrsc assembly c?rors were wed, 
Second H arrnonic,. Longitud inal Tr anctlation 
+ a! l3 t(0. 3236)Px + (0.08400)P + ( O .  04576)Pz] 
0 0  Y 
- POYO c(0. 0423)Px + (0 .9069)P f (1 .  77I6)Pz J 
Y 
3236)Px + (0.0840O)P + ( O s  CM576)Pzl Y 
- aoPo[(O. 08400)Px + (0 .3236)P + (0, 04576)Pz] 
Y 
+ !30yo[(0.3694)(P f P ) + (0. 1680)Pz] 
+ aoy0 [ ( O .  9069)P, + (0.0423)P + (1.7?16)Pz] 
-(fit-r~,2) [ ( O .  3694)(Px+Py) + (0. 1680)Pz'1 
- fioyo[(O. 3236)P + (0. 08400)Py + (0. 04576)Pz] ' 
+ aoyo C(0. 08400)Px+ (0.3236)P + (0. 04576)Pz] 
X Y  
Y 
+ FZ 
X 
I .  
i' - aoPo [ ( O .  8646)(Px - Py) l  
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- a2y I( 1. 1287)Mx+ (0.!5297)M + (0.  1720)Mz] 
+ a$o {( 1. Oti72)Mx+ (0 .  14a9)My - (0. 9366)MZj 
0 0  Y 
[(O. 4797)(Mx+ M ) + (0. 9594)MZ] 
+ a$,” [(O. 4797)(Mx+ My) + (0. gi5fi4)Mz] 
i- P t y o  [(O. 1351)M, - (2.8617)M + (0.03410)Mz] 
+ P,yo” UO. 09986)Mx - (1.7167)M - (5.4778fMZ] 
- Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
- 2457)Mx+ (1.6157)hI + (0 .  200DfMZI 
+ yo [(o.48911Mx + (1. 1530)My + (O.08817)Mz3 
- 0, E(0.4009)(Mx + M ) - ( 2 . 3 0 6 1 ) M ~  J 
+ {- a 0 C(1.0S72)Mx + (0.1489) My - (0.  9366)MZ] 
. 
Y I 
Y 
+ yo3 [(O. 4069)Mx + (0.3209)M + (0. 07159)Mz] 
- aoDo2 BO. 1489)Mx + (1.0572)M - (0. Y366)MZJ 
-I. p 2y I( O.5297)Mx + (1.1287)M + (0 ,  1720)MZ>, 
- a 0 0  ‘8 r(0.479?)(Mx+ My) f (0.9594)MZ1 
Y 
Y 
0 0  Y 
13 1 
+ My) (2.3061)MZ] 
- yo [( 1, 1530)Mx + (0. 4891)My + {O. 08817)MZ] 
+ kz {- P: c(0. 5297)Mx + (1.1287)M + (0.  1720)MZ] 
f(1. 1287)Mx + (0.5297)M + (0. 1720)MZ] 
2 
Y 
+ a. Y 
- Poyo c10.40G9)Mx + (0. 3209)My 1- (0.07159)hl 1 
+ aoY," &O. 3209)Mx .t (0. 4 0 W M y  + (0. 07159)MZ] 
t 
z 
- Po 2 yo [(0.4797)(Mx + My) + (0.9594)M 1 
z 
+ ao2 y,[(O. 4797)(Mx + My) + (0. 9594)MZ] 
. - sop: I(1. 7508)Mx - (2.6160) nil + (0. 2350)MZ] 
- a  2p C(2.61CO)Mx - (1.7508iM - (0.2350)MZ] 
Y 
Y . ,  0 0  
. + Po [(l. 1530)Mx + (0.4891)M -i- (0.08817)Mz] 
- [(0.4891)Mx + (1.1530)M + (0. 08817)MZ] 
Y 
1 Y 0 
J 
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Second If armonlc, Transverse Tranla!,atlon 
A 
Y 
+ F  
A 
+ =z 
+ soy, [lo. 00263)(Px - Pyl] 
- 4op, c(04 13a4)pX + ( 0 . 0 8 4 0 o i ~ ~  + (0.23 io)pZi 
\ + P,y,[(O. 014 10)(Px + Pz) + (0. 8787)Pyl 
(aO2 - yo2)[(0, 1384)P, + (0.0840O)P + (0. Z310)Pz] Y 
- aoj3,L{0. 08400)Px + io. 1384)P + (O.231O)PZI 
Y 
I 
+ aoy0 [(O. 08400)Px + (0.1384)P + (0.2310)Pz] 
- (Y 6 C(0. 8928)(Px + Py) + (0. 02819)Pzj 
Y 
< >  
0 0  
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- a 2j3 [(0.4001)Mx - (0.1643)M + (0.04095)MZ1 
0 0  Y 
- (u*Y,2 C(0.4797)(Mx - My)] 
+ aoP,2 c(0.4797) (Mx - MY’ 1 
+ p 2y [(I). 1116)Mx + (2.6979)M + (1. 1558)MZ] 
+ pay: [(a. 1234)Mx - (G. 5950)M + (0. 08Z90)131z] 
-t a,Poyo [(O. OS190)Mx - (0. G725)M * (1. 1441)MZI 
0 0  Y 
Y 
Y 
- y~ kd. 1042)Mx + C1.1530)M - (0.2967?Mz] Y 
+ yo3 [(0.4888)Mx - (0.00771)M - (0.7286)Mz1 Y 
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- aoy0 2 . f(O, 5950)Mx - (0. 1234)My - (0.08190fM,] 
+ aO2y, 1(2.6979)Mx =i- (0.111G)M + (1 .  1SS8)MZ] Y 
- aoP,yo [(O. 6725)Mx - (0.08190)M + (1 .  1441}Mz] Y 
- (Y [(O. 1924) (Mx- M ) I  
0 Y 
- yo [(l. 1530)Mx + (0. 1042)My - (0.2967)MZ] 
4 3  
f FZ 7- 0, [(0.4478)Mx + (0.3285)M - (0 .  1566)MZ] Y 
L 
- LT [(0.3285)Mx+ (0.4438)M - (0. 1566)MZ] 
0 Y 
2 - Po?, [(0.4888)Mx - (0.00771)M .* (0. 7286)MZJ Y 
+ soy: [(0.00771)Mx - (0.4888)M + (0. 7286)MZ1 
- Po2y0 n0.4797)IMx - My)] 
Y 
+ ao2yo [(0.4'i97)(Mx - My)l 
f ( r o S 2  [(O. 5609)Mx - (2.7798)M - (0. 01175)Mzl 
- &Lopo [(2. 7798)Mx - (0.5609)M + (0.01175)MzI 
+ CY 0 0 0  j3 y [(0.4716)(Mx+ My) - (0. 1G38)MZ1 
+ Po [(l. 1530)Mx + (0.1042)M - (0. 2967)MzI 
Y 
< 
Y 
Y 
+ a. [(O. 1042)Mx + (1. 1530)M - (0. Y 
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gUSPENSXON CONSTRAINTS 
In a hexahecrral electrode system, o r  in any of the ESVG electrode systems 
yet constructed, there are six independent electrodes; That is, there a r e  
independent equipotential surfaces on which the voltage must be controlled. 
There  are three natural constraints on the six electrode voltages which exist 
because the rotor must be supported, The pr imary electric force on the 
rotor  is given by 
. 2  
X- Y- Y 
+ (  vz,2 - v 2- 2 )  ;.I 
where A 1.741 fer hexahedral electrodes [A = 41 (0, 0, l)]. 
W e  could also write 
A 
= A ( M x 6  + M $ + M Z F Z )  
'e x Y Y  
This force must support the rotor against the gravity force ar.d move the 
rotor with the assembly as it is accelerated. Hence, 
d A 
= -mgC + m a  Be 
where 
m is rotor m a s s  
g 
G 
a 
is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration 
is a unit vector in the direction of the gravity vector 
is the acceleration of the case 
.-. 
A 
Let u s  redefine g and G to  account for , so that 
4 L 
Fe =-mgG 
The three suspension constraints may now be written as 
137 
o establish the remaining 
One desirable set of constraints leads to a linear suspension system. Force 
on a single channe$ is proportional to the difference in  the squares of the 
voltages on the opposing electrodes of that channel. 
linearized by fixing the linear sum of the voltages on the opposing electrodes 
as a constant. That is, 
This relationship may be 
This scheme is mechanized by applying a bias voltage and a control voltage to 
the electrode pair  as 
- 
'x+ - 'Bx 'Cx 
then, 
fixed 
variable 
F ~ a  4v33x 'CX 
While i t  is desirable f rom a torque standpoint to  keep the voltages on the 
electrodes as smal€ as is consistent with rotor support, the relationship above 
shows that the "gain" of the electronics is pmportional to the bias voltage, 
which cannot be taken to be zero. 
A limiting field gradient in the cavity of roughly 1000 volts p e r  mil exists, 
above which arcing occurs  between the rotor and the electrodes. 
given gap size, then, there is a maximum electrode voltage which may be 
allowed. (A smal le r  limit on maximum voltage in a given ESVG design may 
be imposed by components in the suspension electronics. 1 This fact affects 
the acceleratiqn capability of the gyro. 
With a 
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Assume 
'then 
if  we  pick VBi = Vmax , then w e  maximize (Fi),tnax. 2 
2 
2 
A 'ma, 
- €0 
d,2 
[ IFiI max] max 2 
If such an acceleration capability is not needed,then the VBits would be chosen 
to be some smarler value to reduce the "preload" acceleration, the acceleration 
on the rotor due to a single electrode when no input exists on that channel. 
For purposes of analyzing the torque expressions, the six constraints of bias 
voltage electronics may be written as 
mgi 
M i =  - -  A , (i E X, y, z) 
, 
Another type of suspension electronics is known as "sum-of-the-sqdares" 
electronics, for it controls the FBits directly; that is, i t  keeps the sum of the 
squares of the voltages on opposing electrodes constant. This results in  a 
nonlinear suspension. With no input acceleration, the preload acceleration is 
given by 
'i mgpi = A 
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Usually, the name sum-of-the-squares electronics implies 
written as 
mgi - ' 0  
Px = P - Pz Y 
some primsry torques vanish when this condition is satisfied. 
In either of the above types of electronics systems, the preload acceleration 
may be switchable or continuously variable to minimize the electrode voltages. 
This entails additional electronic complexity, but reduces torque levels. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRIMARY TORQUES 
Several facts should be noted concerning the pr imary torques. 
1) A l l  the pr imary torques may be written in  t e r m s  of four groups 
of ordered symbols, 
Pr i i sa ry  torques are invariant under simultaneous ibmtical  
cyclic permutations of these symbol groups. That i s ,  if in a 
torque expression we replace Fx by FZo F by FxJ and F, by 
n Y 
F 
cyclic permutations of their  groups (i, e . ,  Mx by MZ8 My by 
Mx8 MZ by M 
From just one of the vector components of a pr imary torque, 
then, the other two may be derived by cyclic permutations of 
all the symbols. Such a permutation merely corresponds to a 
renaming of the coordinate axes. 
n A A  A A 
and simultaneously replace the other symbols by the same 
Y 
etc. ), the torque expression is unchanged. 
y' 
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the Mi(a. Further, if 
may be maintained by 
sign, then all d the 
onic rotors vanish, 
A suspension system which maintains this condition is 
termed sum-of-the-squares suspension, as was discussed 
previously. 
P r imary  torques due to odd harmonic rotor shapes f3rd, 
Sth, etc. j do not depend on the Pits, only on the Mi's. 
.A polynomial t e rm in the spin axis  directiosi cosines, ao, 
Po, yo, is said to have even (odd) parity if the sum of the 
powers of the variables is even (odd). That is, the term 
3) 
4) 
. r s t  
@o Po yo 
has even or odd parity as 
k = r + s + t  
is even or odd. P r imary  torques due to even (odd) rotor 
shapes contain only even (odd) polynomial t e r m s  in the 
spin axis  direction cosines of total order (k above) equal 
to or less than the shape harmonic number. 
The representation of the torques in t e rms  of polynomials 
in the spin-axis direction cosines is not unique, €or 
5 )  
is a constraint. Thus, any time a power of two or higher 
of a direction cosine exis ts  in a polynomial term, i t  could 
be replaced by a n  equivalent combination of te rms  under the 
constraint, R. For example, 
A 4 
6) S . T = 0; that is, the torque is orthogonal to the rotor 
spin ax is  direction (S = a. F, + p F 9 yo FZ). This is 
t rue for all of the torque t e rms  and resul ts  from an 
A A A A 
O Y  
assumption made in  the theory to consider only that torque 
which w a s  drift  producing in contrast to  rundown producing. 
7) The pr imary torques all vanish if 
bo# Bo# yo) (I8 O8 O )  Or 
(0, 1, 0 )  o r  
(08 08 1) 
It is this feature of the primary torques,' by far the largest  
torques on an ESVG, that makes the gimbaled gyro so 
attractive. In a gimbaled ESVG the spin axis  is ma$tained 
at one of the above positions by rotating the case  to follow" 
the spin vector. 
One qualification must be added to  the aboil: statement, If the odd'harmonic 
pr imary torques a r e  examined, it is seen that they do not quite vanish. For 
example, if (a0, Po, yo)  = (0, 0, 11, the third harmonic pr imary torque form 
becomes 
The above form is equivalent to  the form of the m a s s  unbalance torque (shown 
on page 120 for a gimbaled gyro.) The odd harmonic rotor shapes all  contain 
some mass  unbalance type torque, a s  i t  was assumed in  the theory that the 
center of the coordinate system about which the rotor shape was expressed 
:as the center of m a s s  of the rotor, and the odd harmonic ro tors  have a 
were made of a homogenous material, odd harmonic shapes would also have a 
center of mass  which was not a t  the coordinate system center, but a t  the 
center of support. 
torques is thus not a "real" electric torque and should be ignored. 
qualification, all of the pr imary torques vanish for a gimbaled gyro. 
center of support" which i s  not at  the coordinate system center. If the ro tors  
The mass  Gnbalance portion of the odd harmonic pr imary 
With this 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECONDARY TORQUES 
Self -Interaction Torques 
The self-interaction torques were written in  t e rms  of the pr imary torque forms 
and the mass  unbalance torque form. 
torques thus follow from the properties of the pr imary torques. 
unbalance torque form has the properties of an odd harmonic pr imary  torque; 
in fact, it could appropriately be called f i r s t  harmonic pr imary torque. Some 
complication of the previous resul ts  a r i s e s  because self-interaction torques 
usually involve a combination of t e rms  of both even and odd parity. The most 
Properties of the self-interaction 
The m a s s  
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important property that the self-interaction torques have, lik 
torques, is that many of the terms vanish when sum-of-the-s 
a r e u s e d  (Px = P = Pz). Y 
Miscentering Torques 
Advantages of form w r e  also taken in  writing the miscentering torques. Like 
the pr imary  torqueo: the miscentering torques are invariant under simultaneous, 
identical permuta t iws  of the four symbol groups named earlier for pr imary 
torques, together with the symbol group 
(xc, Ycr zc) 
A s  before, such invariance is related to a renaming of the coordinate axes. 
In contrast  to the pr imary torque forms, miscentering torques due to even 
harmonic rotor  shapes do not depend on the Pi's, while  those due to odd har- 
monic rotor  shapes do not depend on the hlils, Sum-of-the-squares suspension 
electronics, wherein Px = P = Pz, are not very helpful in  reducing miscen- 
tering torques, although some reduction occurs. The self-axis t e rms  xc Fx, 
yc Fy, and zc FZ vanish for odd harmonic rotors. 
Like the pr imary torques, the total o rde r s  of the spin vector direction cosine 
polynomials for miscentering torques have even or odd parity as the rotor 
shape harmonic is even o r  odd, and the highest total order  polynomials in any 
torque form have order  equal to  the rotor shape harmonic number. 
third harmonic miscentering torques have polynomial t e rms  such as a0 Po yo, 
or yo3, o r  Po, all of which have total o rders  of either three or one. 
Y n 
A c1 
That is, 
2 
Or Po Y,, 
Electrode Assembly E r r o r  Torques 
Because the location of the hemispherical split is fixed in electrode coordinates, 
i t  is not possible to rename the force axes without altering the form of the 
torque due to electrode assembly e r rors .  
invariance exists for the electrode assembly e r r o r  torques as i t  does for the 
other torque forms. 
Like the pr imary  to;.ques, but in  opposition to the miscentering torques, the 
electrode assembly e r r o r  torqGes due to even harmonic rotor shapes depend 
only on the Pits, while those for  odd harmonic rotor shapes depend only on 
the Miss. 
Also, like both the pr imary  and miscentering torques, the total o rders  of the 
polynomial t e rms  in the electrode assembly e r r o r  torque forms have the 
parity of the rotor  shape harmonic, and the highest order t e r m s  have order  
equal to the rotor  shape harmonic numbers. 
That is, na permuted symbol group 
14 3 
f- spension electronics do not provide much, if any, 
reduction for electrode assembly e r r o r  torques. Only a very few 
is the  case for all’of the torque forms, the electrode assembly e r r o r  
fo r  the second harmonic rotor shape form, 
torques are orfhogunal to the spin-axis direction. 
DYNAMIC TORQUES 
In the torque theory, torque was averaged to eliminate two high-frequency 
effects, the basic a - c  component of the suspension voltages and the rotor 
spic frequency. The effect of the averaging was to repiace the actual elec- 
trode voltages by the rms  voltages and the actual rotor sha je  by the time- 
average, spin-axis-symmetric rotor shape. It was tacitly assumed that the 
electrode voltages had no significant component at the rotor spin frequecy.  
As was noted then. this assumption is sometimes invalid; fQr example, n d o r  
speed control depends on interaction between t h e  electrode voltages and roior 
speed. 
Another dynamic effect occubs, the variables of which have been carried 
throggh the torque theory intact. 
case, both the rotor centering within the cavity and the electrode voltages 
(neglecting the very high a-e compment) vibrate. 
correlated. 
on the type and transfer function of the suspension electronics. 
Consider the following block diagram of a suspension channel. 
Under vibratory acceleration inputs to the 
Further, these effects a r e  
The size of these effects and the connection between them depend 
X i  
INPUT 
CASE MOTION 
OUTPUT 
RUTOR MOTION 
MISCENTERING - 
ELECTRONICS SUSPEN loN I- 
- 
Xi 
ELECTRIC 
FORCE fi 
ROTOR 
DYMAMICS 
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Given a vibratory (sinusoidal) acceleration input 
Bi = gio sin w t  
clearly 
Assume 
xi = Ci ( w )  gio sin (wt  + ai (w)) 
where G i  (w) and 4 ( w )  are characterhtic of the suspension electronics. 
Now 
d2g i  d2 
f i  m 7-= m 2 ( X i  i xi) 
or 
OF 
2 f i  = mgio [ s in  ut - w G~ (w) s i n  (ut + ai  (d)i 
And, directly 
(See page138, fi = mgi) 
Therefore, 
m 2 <xi M . > =  - -  g .  g .  Gi!d {COS cbj ( w )  - w G .  (w) cos [Gi (w) - m j ( w ) l l  
J 2A 10 JO J 
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If, as is usually the case, all three suspension channels have Identical char- 
acteristics, .we may drop the subscripts from Gi ( w )  and gi ( w )  to obtain 
m 2 <xi'M.> = - 6 6 G(w) f u  G(u) - COS ol (w)] 
J 2A io j o  
With bias voltage electronics, 
2 
'i = 8mAg 
fi 
Pi 
(vibratory component only) 
m g2 io 1 - 2 w 2 Ci(w) COS 0i ( w )  + w 4 Gi2 (w) 
P i  
<'i> = 16Ag 
For an  estimate of how large these t e r m s  can be, the characteristic functions 
G ( w )  and Q ( w )  for  an existing suspension system are plotted in Figures 11 and 
12, and the function 
is superimposed on the G ( w )  plot. Note that H ( w )  reaches a peak of 70  
microinches pe r  g near the natural frequency of the suspension system. 
plotted rr?sults are not indicative of ultimate performance levels which could 
be reached with improved suspension design, but show t o  what extent vibra- 
tion-caused torque levels may re;?ch if they are  not considered in the design 
of the suspension system. 
The 
OPTIMIZATIOX OF ESVG STRAPDOWN DESIGN 
As primary torque levels are typically 200 -2000 t imes as large as second- 
a r y  torque levels, optimization of ESVG design fo r  law torqlc'depends on 
reducing primary torques. 
almost entirely, reducing it totor below, the level of secondary torques; How- 
ever, we are concerned here  primarily with strapdown gyro design. 
Sum - of - the - squares suspension elect roil ics el! rn inate primary torques due t(5 
even harmonic ro tor  shapes, but do nothing for odd harmonic rotor shapes; 
and, in general, rotor shapes have compo:ients of both even and odd har- 
monics. Further, sum-of-the-squares suspension may increase secondary 
torque levels. F o r  example, assume a maximum acceleration capability of 
16 t imes the typical operating level of the unit. 
were used, the preload acceleration would be 1/4 of the maximum capability 
o r  less, and typically Pi ;SJ 
Gimbaling the gyro eliminates primary torql,te 
If bias voltage electronics 
l m  gmax, while 
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ith bias voltage electronics, the Pit s would be equal to one 
part in 256, and the value of the I?; s would be -$ 
the-squares electronics holding fixed levels for  the Pit s, the Pit s would all 
be equal (to the capability of the sum-of-the-squares circuitry), but the pre-  
load acceleration would have to  be 1 /2  of the maximum acceleration, resu€t- 
ing in 
gmax. With surn-of- 
twice the value for bias voltage electrmics .  
Implemented in such a manner, sum-of-the-squares electronics could actu- 
ally cause total torque levels to rise by increasing secondary torques more  
than they decrease  pr imary  torques. 
The proper  method of implementing sum-of-the-squares electronics is t o  
keep Px = P 
tain support .  That is, assume the x channel must exert  more restoring 
force on the  ro tor  than either the y or z channel, and assume the r-.storing 
force is in the positive x direction (g, is negative). 
on the  x- electrode to zero, so that 
Pz = P; but, vary I?, keeping it a minimum to main- Y 
Then set the voltage 
2 
2 mgx vx+ = - - -  A - P x = P  r €0 0 - - -  Mx - 2 
Then the other  four voltages are fixed by the relations 
P = P z = P  
Y 
This  allocation of voltages should resu l t  in  minimum torque on a strapdown 
gyro. 
14 9 
Since strapdown-gyro force axes are fixed in vehicle coordinates, i t  is pos- 
sible that the orientation of the gyro with respect to  the vehicle may be opti- 
mized. Two points should be considered. One, if one axis in the vehicle 
has considerably more static (or low frequency) input acceleration than the 
other two, gross  torque levels may be reduced by orienting the gyro so that 
the three gyro force axes share equally the input acceleration. 
large vibratory acceleration inputs are expected along one vehicle axis, then 
vibration torques may be reduced by orienting one gyro force axis along the 
given vehicle axis. With sum-of-the- squares  suspension, the miscentering 
torque forms contain few t e r m s  of the form xCFX, y $ and zCGz, and if 
only one suspensionlFhannel is excited by the vibration, then only the above 
t e r m s  w i l l  produce rectified" torque outputs. Hence, resulting vibration 
torque levels will be minimized. 
Another special case for optimized utilizatio? may occur if any axis 'of the 
vehicle is fixed, o r  nearly fixed, in inertial space.. If a gyro electrode axis  
is aligned along the fixed vehicle axis, and the gyro spin axis is a l so  initially 
oriented along that axis,  then the strapdown gyro simulates a gimbaled gyro, 
with substantial reduction in primary torques. 
appears unlikely, it always happens in the laboratory where the earth' s 
polar axis is fixed in inertial space, and it may we l l  occur in a space vehicle, 
such as an orbiting space station. 
A large part  of the difficulty in using this study to  recommend optimized 
design of ESVG' s comes from the limited scope of the results. Development 
of the generalized techciques necessary to  investigate various designs 
occupied a greater  portion of the effort than was originally planned, allowing 
too l i t t le t ime to apply the theory to  a spectrum of design types. While the 
torque resul ts  given here  a r e  important for an understanding of ESVG' s as  
presently built, equally important a r e  the analytical techniques that w e r e  
developed which allow rela?ively easy analysis of new or proposed designs. 
Two, if 
A .  
c Y I  
Although this condition 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STMPDOWN ESVG TESTS - 
The torque theory presented in this volume remains largely a "paper theory" 
as fa r  as strapdown gyros a r e  concerned. 
for gimbaled gyros, and data reduction has shown that the form and magni- 
t u d e  of the torques on a gimbaled gyro are those predicted by the theory. 
form of the torques on a gimbaled gyro are much more  simple than those for  
a strapdown gyro, however, and many t e r m s  which are distinct for  s t rap-  
down gyros combine into a few inseparable t e rms  for  gimbaled gyros.- Data 
reduction for the limited test  resul ts  available for  strapdown gyros w a s  not 
designed with the full benefit of the torque theory. The magnitudes of the 
torques on strapdown gyros have been observed t o  be approximately what 
was expected, but the forms of the torques as given in this report  have not 
been matched to the strapdown test  results. Much substance would be added 
to  t h e  theory i f  it could be fully correlated with test results on the strapdown 
gyro. 
A great deal of tes t  data exists 
The 
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Difficulties in comparing the theory and the test  r e  
sources. One, the readout capability of strapdown gyros has not been nearly 
as good as that for gimbaled gyros; noisy data makes analysis of the test  
results difficult. Two, the complexity' of the analytic torque forms demands 
sophisticated and t ime consuming (hence costly) computer analysis of the 
data. Since it has  not appeared feasible in the past to'compensate strapdown 
gyros mathematically (as gimbaled gyrcs a r e  compensated) because of the 
number and complexity of strapdewn torque for-as, no immediate operational 
benefits were seen from correlating the torque theory with the test  results. 
With the present theory, it appears that a relatively few, very complex torque 
forms would provide an  adequate mathematical model for the strapdown ESVG. 
The pr imary torque forms for the second through fifth harmonic rotor shapes 
alone should make a reasonable model. The addition of miscentering torques 
and electrode assembly e r r o r  torques for seco3d and third harmonic rotors 
would pmvide a more complete model. If the rotor shape harmonic sizes 
and the miscenterings and electrode assembly e r r o r s  themselves were 
regarded as undetermined coefficienls in the model, it would have orily nine 
coefficients, a reasonable number for data reduction purposes. However, 
the model would then be nonlinear, containing products of Coefficients. 
the ease and speed of computation making vast, quick strides, operational 
mathematical compensation of strapdown ESVG' s in the future is assuredly 
possible. 
sation would be one of the two promising a reas  for ESVG testing. 
With 
Tes ts  now to provide a realistic mathematical model for compen- 
The other promising test  a r e a  exclusively concerns space a plications of 
tional to  the electrical force on the rotor. 
environments of space vehicles, very low torque levels should result. Other 
types of gyroscopes do not share  this feature of the ESVG. It w m l d  be very 
desirable to  verify by experiment that the torques a r e  indeed reduced in pro- 
portion to  the acceleration environment, even to  very low levels of 10 -. 10- 
g' s and beyond. Tests  in a space laboratory could verify that the ESVG can 
provide the type of long-term, accurate attitude reference that appears 
nee.ded in  space missions. 
ESVG' s. According to  the torque theory, the torque on an E SVG is propor- 
In the very low acceleration 
- 2  6 
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. Harley Cohen 
INTRODUCTION 
The solution t o  the elasticity problem for a spherical shell of arbitrary 
thickness spinning about a diametral  axis w a s  first obtained by Chree 
(ref. 1). More recently, Sternberg, Eubanks, and Sadowsky (ref. 2) have 
developed techniques which lead to  the solution of such a problem in tel.ms 
of more  modern concepts. This  formulation also has the advantage of 
leading to  simple and computationally readily accessible formulas for the 
s t r e s s  and displacement fields. Herein, based on results of Sternberg, et 
al. (ref. 2), the s t r e s s  and deformation fields in the spinning spherical 
shel l  will be obtained. 
The  basic equations of elesticity necessary t o  the solution of the problem 
are (ref. 3)  
a7.. 
& +  Fi = 0 
3 
7 . .  = X e i j E k k  + &Le.. 
U 9 
1 Chree, C. : The Equation of an Isotropic Elastic Solid in Polar  and 
Cylindrical Coordinates, Their  Solution and -Gpplications. 
of the  Cambridge Philosophical Society. Vol. 14, Part 111, 1889, p. 250. 
2 Sternberg, E. ; Eubanks, R. A. ; Sadowsky, M. A. : On the Axisymmetric 
Problem of Elasticity Theory for a Region Bounded by Two Concentric 
Spheres. 
Mechanics, 1952. 
Transactions 
Proceedings of the F i r s t  United States Congress of Applied 
3 Sokolnikoff, 1. S. : Mathematical Theory of Elasticity. McGraw-Hill. 
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where 7 . .  cij , ui and Fi are the s t r e s s  tensor, s t ra in  tensor, dis- 
placement vector, 2nd body-force vector, respectively. The quantities X. 
and p are the Lam2 elastic constants, p bein in particular the shear  
modulus. Combination of Equations (1071, (108f and (109) leads to the 
Navier equations of elasticity 
1J 
which comprise a system of equations in the displacements, 
The solution to  Equation (110) may be written r 
ui - p  u i  + u i  H (111) 
where UT is a particular solution of Equation (1 lo), and u r  is the  general 
solution of the ho-mogeneous equation. 
To complete the solution, it is then necessary to  choose ui such that the 
required boundary conditions a r e  satisfied. 
THE GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
F o r  the region bounded by a spberical shell o r  any body having an axis of 
synlmetry subjected to  axi-symmetric loading, the general solution of the 
homogeneous Equation (1 12; is given by functions Q and t& which are 
general solutions of the Laplace equations. 
(1 13) V2q = Q J /  2 t 0 
In a spherical polar coordinate system (r. 6, @), Equations (113) have- 
acceptable solutions of the form 
where Pn is the Legendre polynomial, and n takes on all integral positive 
and negative values. 
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Then it is shown' that the general solution of (112). a s  given by (113) and 
(114) l eads  to 
w t  e re 
-Pi+ 1 
n+ 3 r 
jn+z, s i n  t~ Y:
r n+ 3 
(117). 
'Sternberg, E. : Op Cit. 
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-n+2 fn-tl) [ (n+l)(n+4) - ~ V ] P ~ + ~  
r 
and v i s  Poisson's ratio. d where 'n = d(cos 6 )  'n' 
From (1161, (1171, and (1181, upon making use of the relations 
E 
= 2(l+v) 
where E is Young's Modulus, it follows that [SI can be put in the following 
form: 
158 
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(n+l) Pn rn Pn (cos 6 )  3 - b-n-2 
159 
= n+3 -4v Yn 
6n = n - 2 + 4 v  
*n 
J/n 
= n2 -3n+  3-2v 
= n2 +5n+  7-2v 
The constants an arid bn a r e  determined by satisfying the boundary conditions 
specified on the inner and outer surfaces of the shell. If the inner and outer 
surfaces of the shell have .radii r1 and r2, respectively, then the boundary 
conditions entail specification of T~ and at r = rl and r r2. For suf- 
ficiently smooth surface stresses, the surface conditions can be written 
For the solution [S] to satisfy the boundary conditions (123). the coefficients 
an' -bn-1* a-n-1' an' b-n-2 appearing in (121) must be determined such that 
the third and sixth of Equation (121) reduce to  (123) on the  boundaries. 
Defining 
2 
n+l. "B*2 '1 
2 i *l *n+2'2 
(124) 
2n+3 
@n+l '2 
2 2n+l 
2 2n+ 1 
-1 
a n r ~  - r2 
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and 
xn =. 
and A 
Xn (j = 1,.2,  3, 41, it follows that 
= determinant formed from An by replacing 
nj the jfh 
n =  0,1.2, ... 1 'n 1 n - X  "n a -  
n =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . ,  - -- bn-l A, 
- 1 An3 a-n-l - n--f -q n = 2,3 ,4 , .  . . 
An4 n =  0,1,2,  . . .  
An 
'-n-2= -
with b-l = a _ l  - a-2 = 0. 
column 
(125) 
of An by 
(126) 
THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION FOR CENTRIFUGAL BODY FORCE 
The body force Fi fo r  the case of a body spinning about the axis of the polar 
coordinate system with angular velocity w is derivable from a scalar poten- 
tial by 
where 
Fi = ov  
2 2 . 2 8  V = 112 pw r sin 
where p is the material  density. 
there  resu l t s  a particular solution in the form 
Taking the divergence of Eqsation (110), 
16 1 
Equations (TlO) and (129) in the spherical polar coordinate system under con- 
sideration take the form 
a v -  u. 
av -m - p  sin e 
7 l a  7jF (I' 2 Ur' + r sin 1 e a e (ue sin e) = -*p (129') 
On using (129) and (129') in the first of ( l l b ' )  to  eliminate V * ui  and ue, 
respectively, an equation in u is obtamed which, for V as given by (128)' 
can be solved by separation of variables. Substituting the solution for u 
(129 '1, an equation in ue is obtained which can be solved by a s imilar  techni- 
que. 
r 
in r 
Thus, the resulting particular solution is given by 
From Equations (108). (log), and (13O), the corresponding s t r e s ses  a r e  found 
in the form 
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The complete solution to. the boundary value problem for the spinning spheri- 
cal shell  i s  then given by addition of the quantities in Equations (130) and 
(131) to the corresponding quantities in Equation (151). The boundary condi- 
tions which must determine the a rb i t ra ry  coefficients in (121) are that the 
surfaces  of the shell be free from s t r e s s ;  i. e. ,  
(132) T~ - T r o  = 0 for  r =  rk (k = 1,2) 
From the f i r s t  and last of Equation (130) and from the form of Equation (1231, 
it i s  apparent that  
F rom Equations (124), (1251, and (126) i t  is apparent that there  will be six 
nonzero coefficients, ao, a2, a,3, bl, b-2, and bq4; and, hence, the solution 
can be expressed in closed form. 
since the complete solution has  been programmed for a high-speed computer. 
The solution fo r  the solid sphere (i .  e . ,  rl = 0) has only three nonzero coef- 
ficients, 
simplicity, 
This  solution wi l l  not he recorded here 
a,3, beZ, and beq. These are recorded below because of their  
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Calculation of  the stress a n d  disp?acerncnt fields was c:ai-nt'tl w t  on the t3as1 s 
c>€ tile prcvi.)usly-given formulas. 
taken  to  bc> 1. 5 i r i C i , t ' s  in a l l   cast:^, w h i l e  the inner r:idius r was allowed to 
vary, to represent the transition from a solid spliere to a t h i n  shell. 
<allow i ng par ame t e r s we re u SL- d : 
l ' l i s  outcr radius of I ';le sp?\cr*e, r2 ,  WLS 
1 
T h e  
w = 500 r p s  
15 = 44 1; IC' psi 
p = 1. R G  pns /cr  ' 
v = 0 .024  
The quantities ur, uo, 1)n the inner surfYce o f  the shcll a r e  Flottt?d 
a s  functions of 0 (for various va1uc.s of  r ) in I'igures 13 tl\rough If;, respec- 
lively, 
plotted it1 Figures 17 through 20, respectitely. 
lt is evident that the ellipticity of' the outer surface of a thin shcll is six t imes 
a s  great a s  thai of a so l id  sphere. I t  is a l s o  evident tha t  the stresses a t ta iwd 
on the inner surface of the shell a r e  la rger  than those on ihe outer surface: 
hence, yieldinp should occur first on tiic inner eurf'ace. 
In Is'igures 2 1  through 28, corresponding quantities arc> plotted where v has 
been taken to be 0, 2, t o  evaluntc tile effect C J ~  Polyson':; ratio 
tlre curves i i i ~  c-sFentiallv df t l i t t  s a n l e  nature. O f  ititerest is tiic f:ict that 
i*: idid dcforrnxt:rm tiic pc i t :  o' ! l , c .  spherl. is i:'. 
smaller. Poisson's ratio.  Ilence, f o ~ *  mtnirnurn deformation it is desirable 
to  h a v e  v as smzll  a s  possible. 
T ~ .  and T 
9 
1 
The corresponding quantities on t iw mter  surface of the shell are  
I t  1s scxen that 
?' thall I:: :I:(# C';ISC of t i l t? 
Figures 29 and 30 plot the variation in s t r e s s  a t  0 = 0 ac ross  the shell thick- 
ness. 
8 = 45" and 0 = 90'. 
1:ig-wres 3: through 37 pl.)t the corresponding stress varialions a t  
In a l l  of these cases,  v = 0. 924. 
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Figure 37 
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The particular solution uip of the Navier equations for thq gravitational 
body force will  now be obtained. A slightly different app&oach than in the 
case of the centrifugal body force will be used here. Assuming the existence 
of a potential V such that 
F i = V V  (135) 
where Fi is the body force pe r  unit volume, it follows that 
which is Equation (129). Now, letting 
it follows that 
If 
v 2 v  = o  
(136) 
(137) 
(139) 
it can be shown that 
where r is the radial coordinkte. Combining equations (138) and (1 401, it 
follows that 
. -. 
(1 41') 
Choosing the direction of gravity to lie along the polar ax is  of a spherical 
polar coordinate system defined by 
x = r sin 8 cos  @ 
y = r s in  8 sin @J 
z = r cos 8 
190 
(142) 
V = - p g r c o s  8 t (144) 
which satisfies Equation (139). Hence, combining Equations (1371, (141 and 
(144); is follows that 
(145) 
Furthermore,  from Equations (1.081, (1091, and (145) the  corresponding 
stresses are given by 
SURFACE TRACTIONS A N D  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The spherical shell  is assumed to  be supported against the force of gravity 
by electrostatic surface traction symmetrically distributed with respect to  
the z axis. These  surface tractions acting on the outer surface r=r2 of the 
shell  are assumed in the form 
19 1 
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where 
} 
f(6) = PI' 0 < < Q 
= P3' e e IT -(Y 
= pz,, IT -Q < e IT 
The inner shell surface r=rl is free from tractions; i. e . ,  
(1 48) 
(149) 
1 
7 = T = 0, r=r r re 
It is convenient to represent f(e) by a Legevidre series in the form 
n=O 
where 
1 
2n+lf  f(e) Pn (cos B)d(cos 0) 
An = 2J-l 
.Using the relation 
(1 50) 
(151) 
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The unknown constants appearing in  the homogeneous solution (121) are found 
by applying conditions (143) and (149) to the sum of the appr@fiatgkequations 
from (121) and (146). f t  is then found that the quantities si, appear- 
ing in (123), which generate the unknown constants, are given by 
g:') = o for 41 n except n=1 
Vrl (k) = 0 for all n except n = L  k=l ,  2 
where use has been made of (148) and (154). 
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The traction p2 is defined a s  equivalent to  a force which is an integral nuzn- 
ber  of t imes  the rotor weight; i. e . ,  
m4 p g ( r Z 3  - r 1 3, 
3r22 sin a 
.. -. 
p2 - (156) 
where m is an  interger. The traction p2 is defined by 
where n is an integer. Calculation of the radial deformation on the outer 
surface of the rotor was  made for the following cases: 
m = I ,  2, 3 with !I = 0 
m = n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3  
and plotted in'Figure 38. The case m = n = 0 corresponds to  electrode 
forces which act only against gravity and not against one another. 
that the deformation in all cases  .is negligible in  view of present fabrication 
limit at ions. 
It is seen 
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